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Abstract

Firms are more productive in larger cities. This paper investigates a potential explanation that was

first proposed by Adam Smith: Larger cities facilitate greater division of labor within firms. Using a

dataset of Brazilian firms, I first document that division of labor is indeed robustly correlated with city

size, controlling for firm size. I propose a theoretical model in which this relationship is generated by

both a selection effect—firms endogenously sort across space, choosing different extents of division of

labor—and a treatment effect—larger cities increase division of labor for all firms, by reducing the costs

associated with greater division of labor. The model embeds a theory of firms’ choice of the optimal

division of labor in a spatial equilibrium model. Structural estimates derived from the model show that

division of labor accounts for 16% of the productivity advantage of larger cities in Brazil, half of which

is due to firm sorting and the other half to the treatment effect of larger city size. The theory also

generates a set of auxiliary predictions of firms’ responses to a reduction in the cost of division of labor.

Exploiting a quasi-experiment that changes the cost of division of labor within cities—the gradual roll-out

of broadband internet infrastructure—I find causal empirical support for these predictions, validating the

model. Finally, the quasi-experiment also provides out-of-sample validation for the structural estimation.

The estimated model predicts changes in the average division of labor within different cities in response

to the new broadband internet infrastructure, which I find are similar to the actual changes.
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“The greatest improvement in the productive powers of labour ... seem(s) to have been the effects of

division of labour.”

– Adam Smith, The Wealth of Nations, 1776

1 Introduction

Firms are more productive in larger cities. Numerous theories have been put forth to explain this stylized fact,

including knowledge spillover, sharing of indivisible public facilities, and availability of intermediate inputs

such as labor.1 However, empirical literature that differentiates these mechanisms is limited. Understanding

and identifying the sources of agglomeration forces is important, as different mechanisms may generate

different productivity and welfare implications for a given policy. As Lucas (1976) points out, without

knowing how policy affects the behavior of private agents such as firms, it is unwise to predict the effects of

a new policy based on past data.

This paper investigates one potential mechanism for the city-size-productivity relation: division of labor

within firms. The idea that division of labor may contribute to spatial productivity difference was first

discussed by Smith (1776), who proposes that firms in larger cities adopt greater division of labor, thereby

raising local productivity. However, there is little modern theory and no empirical work that studies the

importance of this force for the productivity advantages of larger cities. In this paper, I investigate this

problem using a combination of empirical, theoretical and structural analyses, and show that division of

labor within firms is an important source for the productivity advantage in larger cities.

I construct a unique dataset on firm-level division of labor using a sample of matched employer-employee

records of Brazilian firms.2 The dataset allows me to document two new stylized facts on firms’ division of

labor: Within a sector, there is greater division of labor inside firms in larger cities; within a city, there is

greater division of labor within firms that produce more complex goods.3 The correlations remain largely

unchanged when controlling for characteristics such as firm size and skill intensity.

Motivated by the stylized facts, I develop a theoretical framework in which the spatial distributions

of firms’ division of labor and productivity are determined jointly. The model embeds firms’ endogenous

decisions on division of labor into a spatial equilibrium model. Through the model, I propose specific

mechanisms that generate the observed correlation between division of labor and city size. Firms, exogenously

1See Duranton and Puga (2004) for a review of this literature.
2The main dataset used is the confidential micro-level data from the Annual Social Report of Brazil (Relação Anual de

Informações, or RAIS). The RAIS dataset covers all registered firms in Brazil and contains comprehensive information on firm
and worker characteristics. The RAIS data classify workers into 6-digit CBO codes, each of which is accompanied by a detailed
description of the tasks involved. In contrast, most other matched employer-employee datasets, such as the Portuguese Quadros

de Pessoal and French Déclarations Annuel des Données Sociales, only provide 4-digit occupation classifications. I provide more
details on the data and construction of division of labor within firms in Sections 2.1 and 2.2, and Appendix D.

3For all empirical exercises, a firm is defined as an establishment for multi-establishment firms.
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heterogeneous in the complexity of their products, choose division of labor and size of the city in which to

locate to maximize profit. As in Becker and Murphy (1992), the optimal division of labor depends on two

forces: gains from labor specialization and costs of hiring more specialized workers.4 The model makes two

key reduced-form assumptions, each of which is microfounded in the appendix: First, firms producing more

complex products benefit relatively more from labor specialization; second, the costs of division of labor are

lower in larger cities.5 Since in equilibrium, more complex firms—i.e., firms with more complex products—

choose greater division of labor, and firms with greater division of labor benefit more from being in larger

cities, there is positive assortative matching between firm complexity and city size. Firms in larger cities

exhibit a greater division of labor for two reasons: (i) the direct effect of city size, i.e., larger cities make it

less costly for all firms to increase the level of worker specialization; and (ii) sorting of firms, i.e., larger cities

are also occupied by more complex firms that choose to have a deeper division of labor.

The model produces equilibrium results that are consistent with salient features of the Brazilian economy.

Within sectors, firms are larger and more productive in bigger cities. Across sectors, the model predicts a

systematic pattern in the geographic distribution of firms. In particular, since more complex firms benefit

more from being in larger cities, the model predicts that the geographic distribution of firms in more complex

sectors displays first-order stochastic dominance over that of firms in less complex sectors.

I next bring the model to data to recover estimates of the parameters, using a method of simulated

moments. I parameterize an extended version of the model, which incorporates the standard reduced-form

agglomeration externalities in the urban literature (see, e.g., Allen and Arkolakis, 2014), imperfect sorting of

firms, and a discrete set of cities. To quantify the contribution of division of labor to productivity difference

across cities, I perform a counterfactual analysis in which I shut down productivity improvement through

division of labor. I find that division of labor accounts for 16% of the relationship between productivity and

city size—roughly comparable to the importance of natural advantage and the labor-market-based knowledge

spillover estimated in previous literature.6 I further disentangle the roles played by spatial sorting of firms and

the direct effect of city size in another counterfactual experiment, in which I shut down the systematic sorting

of firms. I estimate that each channel contributes approximately half of the 16% productivity advantage

through division of labor.

4Examples of the costs include training costs of specialists, monitoring costs, coordination costs, and the time lost in combining
the output of specialized workers.

5I microfound the first assumption following closely the argument in Costinot (2009), as detailed in Appendix B.1. I
microfound the second assumption in two distinct ways. First, following the Henry George Theorem (Arnott and Stiglitz, 1979),
larger cities spend more on non-rival public infrastructure (such as ICT infrastructure) and this infrastructure helps lower the
cost of division of labor, e.g., by reducing information or communication frictions within firms. Second, following Marshall
(1890), larger cities facilitate learning, inducing workers to pursue a more specialized set of skills that reduces the cost of
training. While the model remains agnostic on the precise mechanisms at work, in the empirical analysis I provide reduced-form
evidence for the importance of one particular channel: ICT infrastructure. See Section 3 and Appendix B.2 for more detailed
discussions.

6Ellison and Glaeser (1999) find that natural advantage contributes to approximately 20% of productivity gains in larger
cities. Serafinelli (2015) shows that firm-to-firm worker flows explain about 10% of agglomeration advantages in higher-density
areas.
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Next, I present empirical evidence that supports the proposed theory. To do so, I focus on a specific

channel that generates the complementarity between division of labor and city size: Larger cities provide

better ICT infrastructure, which increases firms’ division of labor. Modern ICT technologies, such as fast

internet, can facilitate greater division of labor within firms through a number of mechanisms, e.g., by

improving communications efficiencies, enhancing information storage and sharing, or reducing coordination

frictions within firms (see, e.g., Borghans and Weel, 2006; Varian, 2010; McElheran, 2014; and Bloom et al.,

2014).7 Given an exogenous improvement in ICT infrastructure in certain areas, the model generates three

predictions. First, in response to an exogenous improvement in ICT infrastructure in a given city, firms in that

city increase their division of labor. Second, in response to an exogenous improvement in ICT infrastructure

in a given city, the increase in the extent of division of labor is larger for firms in more complex sectors.

Third, in response to an exogenous improvement in ICT infrastructure in a set of cities, the increase in the

extent of division of labor is larger for firms in larger cities.

I confront the model’s predictions for how variables respond to changes in ICT infrastructure with data,

by leveraging a quasi-experiment in Brazil. I exploit the expansion of broadband infrastructure as part of

the Brazilian National Broadband Plan (PNBL henceforth). The new ICT infrastructure was implemented

gradually between 2012 and 2014, creating a quasi-experiment that allows me to identify its effects using a

difference-in-differences method. To identify the impact of improved ICT infrastructure on firms’ division

of labor, I compare establishments in locations that received new internet infrastructure to those that did

not during the gradual roll-out of the broadband infrastructure. That the alignment of the infrastructure

was predetermined and implementation followed a geographically determined order reduces concerns about

nonparallel trends in the outcome of interest for locations on and off the new infrastructure network. I

conduct an extensive set of robustness tests, including direct inspection of pre-trends, which supports a

causal interpretation of my results. I find evidence that verifies the model’s three predictions: (i) firms’

division of labor increases in areas that receive faster internet connections relative to those in other areas;

and (ii) the relative increases are greater for establishments producing in more complex sectors and (iii)

for establishments located in larger cities. The quasi-experiment also provides external validation for the

structural estimates. The estimated model predicts changes in the average division of labor within different

cities in response to ICT infrastructure improvement, which I find are similar to the actual changes.

Lastly, I use the estimated model to answer questions that are not directly answerable in the Brazilian

data. First, I show that broadband roll-out has large short-run productivity effects, and that these arise

7Borghans and Weel (2006) find, using a sample of Dutch establishment data, that adoption of computer technology enhances
communication within the firm and leads to greater worker specialization. Varian (2010) proposes that computers can mediate
transactions among workers and lead to productivity gains through improvements in coordination. Using US plant-level data,
McElheran (2014) documents that IT purchasing and adoption are associated with reduction in within-firm coordination costs.
Lastly, Bloom et al. (2014) argue that information technologies improve plant managers’ span of control, while communication
technologies improve coordination efficiencies within the firm and decrease the autonomy of plant managers.
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not only through the direct effect of infrastructure but also through firms’ endogenous responses on division

of labor. Second, the estimated model also allows me to evaluate the out-of-sample long-run impact of

improved ICT infrastructure. In the sample, I only observe a maximum of two years after implementation

of the new infrastructure, preventing me from estimating its long-run effects in the reduced-form analysis.

Using the estimated model, I characterize the long-run general equilibrium effects, taking into consideration

migration of firms and workers into areas with improved infrastructure. I find that the long-run relative

productivity effects are larger than the short-run effects, because firms and workers would migrate to regions

with improved ICT, which further raises productivity through agglomeration externalities. Third, I study

the aggregate implications of the broadband roll-out as the reduced-form difference-in-differences analysis

cannot identify the aggregate impact. I find that at the aggregate level, the policy reduces spatial inequality

across cities.8 Furthermore, it has small aggregate impacts on TFP and welfare because of the reallocation

of firms and workers across space.9

The paper connects several strands of literature. First, it is related to studies on agglomeration exter-

nalities. The productivity advantage of larger cities has been studied extensively on the empirical front (see,

e.g., Rosenthal and Strange, 2004; and Melo, Graham and Noland, 2009) and theoretically (see, e.g., Eeck-

hout and Kircher, 2011; Davis and Dingel, 2012; Behrens, Duranton and Robert-Nicoud, 2014; and Gaubert,

2016). My theoretical framework is most closely related to the one developed by Gaubert (2016), in which

sorting of firms is generated by a reduced-form assumption that more productive firms benefit more from

being in a larger city. My model builds on her framework by putting forth a microfounded theory for the

reduced-form assumption. This microfoundation allows me to both empirically identify a specific mechanism

that generates the complementarity between firm technology and city size, and to derive a set of auxiliary

predictions consistent with the data on several margins. More generally, by offering a closer look at firms’

internal organization, the paper proposes theoretically and identifies empirically, a new channel that explains

the productivity advantage of larger cities, further opening up the “black box” of agglomeration externalities.

My paper complements recent work by Caliendo and Rossi-Hansberg (2012), Caliendo, Monte and Rossi-

Hansberg (2015), and Caliendo et al. (2015), which examines the productivity impacts of firm organization,

defined by a firm’s vertical hierarchical layers. I focus on a distinct yet equally important dimension of firm

organization, i.e., horizontal specialization by means of division of labor. Theoretically, I build on ideas

introduced by Becker and Murphy (1992), who argue that division of labor is a tradeoff between gains from

worker specialization and coordination costs, and by Costinot (2009), who finds that the gains from division

of labor are related to the complexity of the production process.10 I enrich these theoretical discussions by

8It is because the policy targeted lower-density and less-developed regions in Brazil.
9There are gains in productivity from agglomeration externalities when workers and firms move into a location, and reductions

in productivity when workers and firms move out, resulting in ambiguous aggregate impact (Kline and Moretti, 2014).
10In a related empirical work, Boning, Ichniowski and Shaw (2007) document, using detailed panel data on production lines

in U.S. minimills, that the adoption of a more effective organization structure is strongly influenced by the complexity of the
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developing a spatial equilibrium framework that links a firm’s decision on division of labor to its location

choice, to study the relationship between division of labor and city size and determine how firms’ organization

decisions contribute to spatial productivity differences.11

My paper also contributes to a small empirical literature on division of labor. To my knowledge, my

work is the first comprehensive study of division of labor within firms. Previous literature tends to focus on

particular industries, such as physicians (Baumgardner, 1988) and lawyers (Garicano and Hubbard, 2009).

The results of these studies support my stylized fact that division of labor increases with city size. However,

these detailed case studies, despite their advantage of offering precise measurements within the relevant

industries, may not be representative of the wider economy and are thus unsuitable for assessing the general

equilibrium effects of division of labor on productivity. A notable exception is Duranton and Jayet (2011),

who study the whole of the manufacturing sector using French census data, and find that scarce specialist

occupations are overrepresented in larger cities. My dataset allows me to go beyond this by observing the

extent of division of labor within firms, which motivates my fully specified model of firm behavior with

underlying heterogeneity. It is important to consider the role firms play in division of labor. As Garicano

(2000) convincingly argues, organizations exist, to a large extent, to solve coordination problems in the

presence of specialization. Incorporating heterogeneous firms is also essential to study how firm sorting

affects division of labor across different cities.

I also provide new evidence on the impact of ICT infrastructure. There is growing consensus that the

adoption of ICT is associated with improvements in productivity.12 While important, these studies almost

exclusively present correlation results. Significant recent progress is made by Hjort and Poulsen (2016),

who exploit the gradual arrival of submarine internet cables in African coastal cities as an exogenous shock

to provide direct evidence on how access to modern ICT technology affects job creation, job inequality,

and income in African countries. My work focuses on the impact of ICT infrastructure at the firm level

and explores a new outcome, i.e., firms’ division of labor. I demonstrate how access to faster internet

affects productivity by increasing division of labor within firms, thus expanding the body of evidence on the

productivity impact of new technologies.

Lastly, my paper is related to studies on the impact of place-based policies. Seminal work by Kline and

production process, which suggests the presence of such a complementarity.
11Chaney and Ossa (2013) extend Krugman (1979)’s “new trade model” by allowing for an explicit decision regarding firms’

division of labor. They show that an exogenous increase in the aggregate number of consumers induces a deeper division of
labor due to increase in the residual demand for the firm. My model differs in two ways. First, it incorporates the direct effect
of city size on division of labor, i.e., two firms facing the same residual demand may adopt different extents of division of labor if
they are located in cities of different sizes. Second, my theory is a full spatial equilibrium model with endogenously determined
city sizes.

12In developing countries, Clarke and Wallsten (2006) find that a 1% increase in the number of internet users is correlated with
a 3.8% increase in exports from low-income to high-income countries. Qiang and Rossotto (2009) present cross-country evidence
that a 10% increase in the broadband penetration ratio is associated with a 1.38% increase in GDP per capita growth rate.
Commander, Harrison and Menezes-Filho (2011) show that adoption of the internet correlates positively with firm performance
in Brazil and India. See Draca, Sadun and Reenen (2009) for a review of studies on developed countries.
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Moretti (2014) highlights the importance of studying both the local and aggregate impacts of place-based

policies. They find that a spatially targeted policy shifts economic activities from one locality to another,

resulting in positive local impacts but ambiguous aggregate impacts. Using my empirically founded theory,

I bring firms’ explicit decisions on division of labor into the analysis, to identify a specific channel through

which these policies can affect firm productivity and aggregate welfare.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the data and definitions, and

documents stylized facts about firms’ division of labor. Section 3 develops a spatial equilibrium model

with endogenous firm organization and presents descriptive evidence that is consistent with the equilibrium

characteristics in the model. Section 4 summarizes the quantitative framework and presents results from the

counterfactual exercise. Section 5 details results from a quasi-experiment, which provide empirical support

for the model and the structural estimates. Section 6 concludes.

2 Data and Stylized Facts

In this section, I first describe the data sources and definitions used in the empirical analysis. Using the

dataset, I then document two new stylized facts that motivate the theoretical framework: Division of labor

within firms is positively correlated with both city size and production complexity.

2.1 Data

The primary data source is the Brazilian Annual Social Information Report (Relação Anual de Informações,

or RAIS), spanning the period from 2006 to 2014. Constructed annually by the Ministry of Labor and

Employment (Ministerio do Trabalho e Emprego, or MTE), this administrative dataset provides a high-

quality census of all establishments operating in the formal labor market (Saboia and Tolipan, 1985; De Negri

et al., 2001). RAIS data contain linked employer-employee records. Both employers and employees have an

incentive to accurately report relevant information: The former are liable for fines if they fail to report, and

the latter are required to provide accurate information in RAIS to receive payments for several government

benefit programs. Also, the MTE conducts frequent checks on establishments across the country to verify

the accuracy of information reported.

The dataset has recently been used extensively (e.g., Dix Carneiro and Kovak, forthcoming; Helpman

et al., forthcoming). The scope of RAIS includes almost all formally employed workers, which refer to the

group of workers who have signed work cards that give them access to the benefits and labor protections

afforded by legal employment systems. The data contain unique, anonymized, and time-invariant establish-

ment identifiers that allow me to track establishments over time. I use the establishment’s geographic location

(municipality) and sector, and worker-level information including occupation, hours and days worked, and
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December earnings.13

These data have various advantages over other datasets used in previous studies. First, RAIS is a census

rather than a sample, so it is representative at a fine geographic level. Second, relative to Duranton and Jayet

(2011), the matched employer-employee records available in RAIS allow me to study division of labor within

establishments and, in turn, develop a theory that models establishments’ endogenous decisions regarding

division of labor. Third, I can analyze adjustments in establishments’ division of labor in response to a

change in ICT infrastructure using a difference-in-differences (DiD) method, as the data is panel in nature

and available every year. This allows me to control for both observable and unobservable establishment

characteristics. Fourth, there has been considerable concern about the accuracy of self-declared occupations in

the population census data.14 Worker information in RAIS, in contrast, is provided by the employer (typically

the human resources department). Hence, the quality of worker occupation information is more accurate and

reliable. Fifth, RAIS data offer detailed occupation codes at the 6-digit level (i.e., the Brazilian CBO-02

codes), with a total of more than 2,500 occupation codes, each accompanied by detailed task descriptions.15

The richness of the data allows me to chart out, in a precise manner, an establishment’s internal organization

structure and construct a measure for establishment-level division of labor.

I supplement the main dataset with other types of survey data. For information on local population and

land area, I use the Brazilian National Household Sample Survey (PNAD). I rely on the Brazilian Annual

Industry Survey (PIA) for sector-level data on firm revenue, value-added, and the number and value of

intermediate inputs. For all empirical and structural analyses, I limit the sample of firms to only tradable

sectors, to be consistent with the assumptions of the model.16

2.2 Definitions

Empirically, I construct a measure of within-firm division of labor based on the heterogeneity of 6-digit

occupation codes within an establishment. I first remove occupation codes that involve primarily managerial

or supervisory tasks. Managers play a coordinating role within an organization (see, e.g., Bloom et al., 2014),

and therefore excluding them would allow me to more accurately measure the extent of task division involved

in the actual production process.17 I then use the remaining codes to construct two measures for division of

labor. The first is a simple count of the number of nonmanagerial / nonsupervisory occupation codes within

13RAIS reports earnings for December and average monthly earnings during employed months in the reference year. Following
Dix Carneiro and Kovak (forthcoming), I use December earnings to avoid seasonal variation or month-to-month inflation.

14For example, Sullivan (2009) estimated that 9% of occupation choices in the National Longitudinal Survey of Youth are
misclassified.

15In contrast, most other matched employer-employee datasets, such as the Portuguese Quadros de Pessoal and French
Déclarations Annuel des Données Sociales, only provide 4-digit occupation classifications.

16I define tradable sectors as agriculture, mining, and manufacturing sectors, corresponding to Brazilian Industry Codes
CNAE20 01113-33295. 90% of the establishments are in tradable sectors, amounting to about 80% of the total employment.

17I identify all 6-digit CBO occupation codes that are related to supervisory or managerial functions using a machine-learning
method, as explained in Appendix A. All empirical results are robust to keeping all occupations codes.
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an establishment.18 I consider an alternative measure, the specialization index, which is defined as one minus

the Herfindahl index across occupations within an establishment (e.g., Ciccone, 2002; Duranton and Jayet,

2011). For robustness tests, I use the more aggregate 4-digit CBO codes.19

I define cities by “microregions,” which are formally defined geographic unit constructed by Brazilian

Statistical Agency (Instituto Brasileiro de Geografia e Estatística, or IBGE). A microregion is a cluster of

economically integrated and geographically contiguous municipalities with similar geographic and productive

characteristics (IBGE, n.d.). For my analysis, I use all 558 microregions. To compare city sizes, I use a

normalized measure based on the population density.20

Lastly, I construct two measures of product complexity at the sector level. The first uses Brazilian

Input-Output data and computes the number of intermediate inputs used by each sector in producing the

sector-level outputs. The intuition is that a more diverse input structure may lead to a more complex output

(see, e.g., Levchenko, 2007). The second focuses on the dimension of product sophistication. Following

Hausmann, Hwang and Rodrik (2007) and Wang and Wei (2010), I measure sector-level complexity using

the export share of goods by G3 economies (i.e., U.S., European Union, and Japan).21

2.3 Stylized facts

Using the dataset, I document new stylized facts on division of labor within firms. I find that within sectors,

there is greater division of labor within firms in larger cities; and within cities, there is greater division of

labor within firms producing in more complex sectors.

2.3.1 Correlation between division of labor within firms and city size

I investigate the relationship between division of labor and city size using the following OLS regression:

logNj = α0 + α1 logLm(j) + δs(j) + Xm(j) + εj

where Nj is the number of occupations within an establishment j (i.e., the empirical measure for an estab-

lishment’s division of labor), Lm(j) is the size of city m in which establishment j is located, δs(j) is the sector

fixed effect, and Xj is a set of controls.22

18For simplicity of exposition, I refer to this measure as the number of occupations within an establishment.
19Please see Appendix A for a more detailed discussion on construction of measures for division of labor.
20Density is simply defined by microregion population size over the geographic area of the microregion. Standard urban

models typically imply that both the density and the level of city population may generate agglomeration externalities. I follow
Ciccone and Hall (1996) and use density as my primary agglomeration measure. Since microregion population and density are
strongly positively correlated, the choice of measure matters little for my analyses.

21The key insight is that due to comparative advantage, goods exported by these advanced economies tend to be more
technologically sophisticated. As a result, they also tend to involve more complex production processes.

22The controls include establishment-level controls (establishment employment sizes and skill intensities within firms) and
city-level controls (state fixed effects, share of high-skilled workers, average wage, sector diversity, and the total employment of
sector s in city m).
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Table 1 summarizes the relationship between division of labor and city size. In particular, Column (2)

shows that even after conditioning on establishment size and other controls, division of labor is strongly and

positively correlated with city size. The correlations remain high when I consider different subsets of firms.23

The results are also robust to using the alternative definition of firms’ division of labor—the specialization

index—as well as the more aggregate 4-digit CBO codes.24 Lastly, I divide establishments into deciles based

on their sizes and find strong positive correlations across all groups.25

2.3.2 Correlation between division of labor within firms and complexity

I next document the correlation between division of labor and sector-level product complexity, using:

logNj = α0 + α1 log cs(j) + δm(j) + Xs(j) + εj

where cs(j) is the complexity of sector s in which establishment j produces in (measured by number of

intermediate inputs, and export share by G3 economies), δm(j) is a city fixed effect, and Xj is a set of

controls.26

Table 2 summarizes the relationship between division of labor and complexity. In particular, Column (2)

shows that within a city, division of labor is strongly and positively correlated with product complexity. The

results are robust when I consider different subsets of firms and across both measures of complexities, and

to using the alternative definition of firms’ division of labor—the specialization index—as well as the more

aggregate 4-digit CBO codes (see Appendix A for details).

3 Theory

The positive correlations documented above are general equilibrium observations since both division of labor

and production location are endogenous to firms. To formally investigate what drives these relationships, I

23Column (3) shows the results for the subset of establishments in export-intensive sectors. These establishments tend to
rely less on the local demand compared to the rest of the economy. The elasticity of division of labor with respect to city size
remains high, suggesting that the mechanism through which the city size affects firms’ division of labor may go beyond the size
of the local market. Column (4) considers only mono-establishment firms to account for firms’ endogenous allocation of different
organizational functions to different locations. Column (5) uses only data from sectors that produce homogeneous products
(Foster, Haltiwanger and Syverson, 2008) to account for possible spatial variation in the diversity of firm outputs.

24This analysis assumes that within a sector, the set of tasks performed within firms is the same across all cities. However,
there is a literature arguing that firm boundaries tend to be narrower in larger cities, since it may be easier to outsource some
peripheral tasks (for example business services) when there is an abundance of such providers in the same location (Duranton
and Puga, 2005); or when these providers are more efficient (Akerman and Py, 2010). To the extent that this effect is present,
my estimated elasticity can be considered a lower bound of the actual value.

25Controlling for difference in sizes this way would address the endogeneity concern of establishment size in the original corre-
lation analysis. This would also partially address the problem of not observing informal workers within formal establishments.
Based on ECINF (the Urban Informal Economy Survey), the share of informal workers is negatively correlated with firm size.
The positive correlations across all deciles of firms suggest that the result is unlikely driven by differences in informal employment
across space. See Table 13 of Appendix A for more details.

26The controls include establishment-level controls (establishment employment sizes and skill intensities within firms) and the
total employment of sector s in city m.
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develop a model in this section. The theory embeds a model of firms’ internal organizations in a standard

spatial sorting model with heterogeneous firms. My theory builds, in part, on the insights of Becker and

Murphy (1992) and Costinot (2009). Like Becker and Murphy (1992), a firm’s optimal division of labor is

driven by the tradeoff between productivity gains and costs. Akin to Costinot (2009), the magnitude of these

gains crucially depends on the complexity of firms’ products. In my model, the costs of division of labor vary

with city size. My theory’s basic logic can be sketched as follows. First, given city size, a firm determines

its optimal division of labor based on the firm’s complexity. Second, larger cities reduce the costs of division

of labor but have higher factor prices. In equilibrium, more complex firms choose greater division of labor.

Since firms with greater division of labor benefit more from being in larger cities, there is, in equilibrium,

positive assortative matching between firm complexity and city size.

3.1 Set-up and agent’s problem

The economy consists of a continuum of homogeneous sites that may be developed into cities. The number

of cities and their population size are endogenous. Each site is endowed with a fixed stock of housing land,

which is normalized to 1 for simplicity. The fixed land constraint acts as the congestion force in the economy.

I use L to index both the city and its size, as it is the sufficient statistic that summarizes all economic

characteristics within a city.27 The economy has a continuum of heterogeneous firms producing in cities

using local labor. City size grows with increases in local labor demand. I further assume that each firm

produces only one good and that labor is the only factor in production.

There is a mass of L̄ of agents in the economy. Agents are homogeneous, with perfect mobility across cities.

Each individual is endowed with 1 unit of labor supply, which they supply inelastically. Agents consume both

housing, h, and a bundle of freely traded goods, X, according to a Cobb-Douglas utility function:28

U =

(

X

η

)η (
h

1 − η

)1−η

. (1)

The bundle of tradable goods X is a Cobb-Douglas combination of goods over s = {1, . . . , S} sectors.

X =

S
∏

s=1

Xξs
s , with

S
∑

s=1

ξs = 1.

27I focus on the tradable sector in my model. Under the further assumption that goods are costlessly traded across space,
distance between cities plays no part in the model. I make the assumption for zero trade costs largely because it is convenient
to derive my analytical results. In Appendix B, I provide proof to show that all theoretical results hold with costly trade.

28We should think of h as representing all nontradable goods and services.
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Within a sector s, consumers choose varieties according to a CES aggregator:

Xs =

[
∫

xs(z)
σs−1

σs dz

]

σs
σs−1

, (2)

where σs > 1 is the elasticity of substitution within sector s.

Given the Cobb-Douglas preference, equilibrium housing rents are given by:

ph(L) =
(1 − η)w(L)L

H
= (1 − η)w(L)L, (3)

where w(L)L is the total income in city L, and the last equality relies on my assumption that total housing

supply in each city is 1.

The spatial mobility assumption ensures that homogeneous agents’ utility is equalized across space. The

equilibrium level of utility, Ū , is obtained by substituting Equation (3) into the utility function:

Ū =

[

w(L)

P

]η [
L−1

1 − η

]1−η

, (4)

where P is an aggregate price index for X.29 Since goods are freely traded, P is same in all cities.

Additionally, I derive the equilibrium income of an agent in city L using Equation (4);

w(L) = w̄ ((1 − η)L)
1−η

η , (5)

where w̄ = Ū1/ηP is a variable to be pinned down in general equilibrium.30

3.2 Firms and Production

I turn now to the production side of the economy. Firms differ exogenously in the complexity of their

production technology, denoted by z. Firms choose their division of labor, production scale, and production

location to maximize profits. Firms engage in monopolistic competition, and outputs produced by firms are

freely traded across space. The sectoral price index Ps is thus constant across space.

29P is an aggregate price index that summarizes the price indexes Ps for all tradable sectors. Formally, P is defined as

P =

[

S
∏

s=1

(

Ps

ξs

)−ξs

]−1

.

30Given Equation (5), local housing price can be written as

ph(L) = w̄ [(1 − η)L]
1
η .

Under a standard model of the internal structure of a monocentric city in which commuting costs increase with population
size (see, e.g., Behrens, Duranton and Robert-Nicoud 2014), ph(L) can also be interpreted as comprising both land rents and
commuting costs.
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3.2.1 Production Technology

Like Smith (1776), I observe that in any firm, production of a good requires combining a collection of tasks.

A firm organizes its production process by partitioning these tasks into subsets of tasks and assigning them

to workers. The more partitions there are, the narrower the range of tasks that each worker specializes in,

the greater division of labor.31 In the model, a firm chooses the optimal level of division of labor, based on

the complexity of its production process. I follow Costinot (2009) to interpret complexity of a production

process as the total number of tasks involved in producing the firm’s output. The more tasks there are, the

more complex the firm’s production process.

In the model, complexity of a firm has two dimensions: a sector-level parameter and a firm-specific

parameter. All firms in a sector share a common sector-level complexity measure, denoted by cs. The

sector-level complexity summarizes the average complexity of the production technologies within the sector.

Consider the aircraft engine manufacturing sector versus the sports shoes production sector. Producing

aircraft engines clearly involves more tasks than producing sports shoes. Hence, in my model, the former

has a higher cs parameter. Within a sector, firms also differ in their production technology, denoted by z.

Between a global company such as NIKE and a local Brazilian shoe factory, even though both firms produce

sports shoes, the production process in NIKE likely consists of more tasks. In the model, while these two

firms share a common sector complexity parameter cs, NIKE has a higher firm-specific parameter z.32

Within sector s, firm z produces its output using the following technology:

Q = A(N, z, cs)H(N,L)l, (6)

where N denotes division of labor in firm z.

Firm productivity, or output per worker, is given by A(N, z, cs)H(N,L), which depends on the key

endogenous variable N , i.e., division of labor within the firm. The first term, A(N, z, cs), characterizes

individual worker productivity. A(N, z, cs) increases in N , reflecting gains from worker specialization. The

marginal gain from N , however, depends on complexity of firms’ production technology, z and cs, which I

will discuss below in Section 3.3.2.33

The second term, H(N,L), denotes costs associated with greater division of labor. These costs can be

31Smith (1776) notes that there are at least 18 tasks involved in making a pin. See Figure 1 for an illustration of Adam
Smith’s pin factories with different extents of division of labor, by French philosopher Denis Diderot in the 1760s.

32To derive all theoretical results, having the firm-specific parameter z is sufficient. I consider an economy with multiple
sectors for three reasons. First, it allows the model to generate a richer set of results that match the salient features of Brazilian
economy. Second, it gives flexibility to the structural estimation as I can allow for sector-specific parameters. Third, it facilitates
the empirical analysis of the quasi-experiment.

33I further assume that A(N, z, cs) is increasing in z and cs, so that productivity is higher for a more complex firm, i.e.
∂A
∂z

> 0, ∂ log A

∂cs
> 0, and ∂2 log A

∂cs∂z
≥ 0. The first two assumptions imply that high-z and high-cs firms will never choose to

produce below their exogenously given level of complexity, whereas the last one assumes that the benefit of having a more
complex firm-specific production process is (weakly) more important within more complex sectors.
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attributed to a multitude of factors: It may be more expensive to train workers who are very specialized

(Kim, 1989); hiring more specialized workers may make it harder to enforce contracts (Costinot, 2009); greater

specialization may enable workers to more easily shirk responsibilities and free ride off others (Holmstrom,

1982); and it may also incur overhead for communication and coordination, and/or require workers to spend

more time away from production (Garicano, 2000). The cost is increasing N and also related to city size L.

I defer the discussion on assumptions adopted for H(N,L) to Section 3.3.2.

3.2.2 Market structure

There is an infinite supply of potential entrants who can enter the market. Firms pay a sunk cost fE in final

good X to enter, then draw a complexity parameter z from a distribution F (·). Once firms discover z, they

choose the size of the city in which they want to produce, the size of the firm, and the optimal division of

labor.

3.2.3 The firm’s problem

The firm maximizes its profit by choosing the optimal division of labor, firm size, price, and production

location, given the demand and local labor costs. Given the isoelastic preferences in Equation (2), the

demand schedule faced by firm z in sector s is:

ps(z) = Qs(z)
− 1

σs R
1

σs
s P

σs−1
σs

s ,

where Rs denotes total sectoral revenue, Ps denotes the sectoral price index, and Qs(z) = L̄xs(z), since

quantity produced equals the product of the quantity demanded by each agent and the number of agents. I

can rewrite the firm’s problem as follows:

max
N,l,p,L

pQ− w(L)l, (7)

subject to:

ps(z) = Qs(z)
− 1

σs R
1

σs
s P

σs−1
σs

s , (8)

and

Qs(z) = A(N, z, cs)H(N,L)l. (9)

I adopt a recursive process to solve the profit maximization problem in two steps. First, I fix the location

choice and compute the local labor market equilibrium with the optimal division of labor, firm size and price,

taking the size of the city and local labor costs as given. Second, the firms make their location choices to

maximize the optimized profit.
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Consider a firm of product complexity draw z in city of size L. Given the CES preferences and the

monopolistic competition, firms set constant markups over their marginal costs. For each firm z, the firm’s

profit can be written as a function of division of labor N and city size L,

max
N,L

πs(z, L,N) = max
N,L

(σs − 1)σs−1

σσs
s

(

A(N, z, cs)H(N,L)

w(L)

)σs−1

RsP
σs−1
s . (10)

Based on Equation (10), product complexity, z, and city size, L, determine firms’ profit as a function of

division of labor N . Worker productivity, A(N, z, cs), is increasing in division of labor, N . At the same time,

H(N,L), goes down as workers become more specialized.

3.2.4 Optimal firm organization

The profit function given by Equation (10) is multiplicatively separable in A(N, z, cs)H(N,L). Hence, the

optimal division of labor in a given city, Ns(z, L), can be calculated by the following first-order condition:

AN
A

= −
HN

H
, (11)

where AN and HN denote the partial derivatives of A(N, z, cs) and H(N,L) with respect to N , respectively.

In Equation (11), AN

A corresponds to the marginal benefit of increasing division of labor, which is equal

to the additional worker productivity yielded by greater worker specialization. −HN

H , on the other hand,

corresponds to the marginal cost of increasing division of labor, and is equal to the extra units of labor lost

as N increases. Equation (11) states that when N is chosen optimally, marginal gains from division of labor

are equal to the marginal costs they create. This is illustrated graphically in Figure 2a.

Substituting Ns(z, L) into the profit function (10), I get the optimal profit of firm z in city L

π∗
s (z, L) ≡

(σs − 1)σs−1

σσs
s

(

A(Ns(z, L), z, cs)H(Ns(z, L), L)

w(L)

)σs−1

RsP
σs−1
s . (12)

Lastly, firm employment, conditional on being in a city of size L, is given by

ls(z, L) = (σs − 1)
π∗
s (z, L)

w(L)
. (13)

I solve for firms’ optimal location choices in the next section.

3.3 Spatial equilibrium

I characterize spatial equilibrium in this section. I show that under two simple assumptions, there is positive

assortative matching between firms’ complexity draw and city size. In equilibrium, the positive assortative
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matching generates the positive correlation between division of labor and city size.

3.3.1 Definition

Homogeneous workers are indifferent across locations, while firms choose their locations optimally based on

their complexity draws. I choose the reference level of wages w̄ defined in Equation (5) as the numeraire. An

equilibrium for a population L̄ and firm with product distribution fs(z), for s ∈ {1, . . . , S}, in a set of locations

L is characterized by a set of prices {w(L), pH(L)}; a city-size distribution fL(·); an optimal division of labor

function Ns(z); a location matching function Ls(z); an employment function ls(z); a production function

Qs(z); and a set of price index Ps and mass of firms Ms for s ∈ {1, . . . , S} such that:

1. Workers maximize their utilities according to Equation (1), given w(L), pH(L) and Ps.

2. Worker’s utility is equalized across all cities.

3. The housing market clears according to Equation (3).

4. Firms maximize profits according to Equation (12), given w(L) and Ps.

5. For s = 1, . . . , S, aggregate sectoral production must be equal to the sum of individual firms’ production:

1 =
(σs − 1)σs−1

σσs
s

MsP
σs−1
s

∫

z

(

A(Ns(z), z, cs)H(Ns(z, L), L)

[(1 − η)Ls(z)]
1−η

η

)σs−1

dFs(z). (14)

6. Firms earn zero profits. Using the free-entry condition, the following condition must be met, for

s = 1, . . . , S:

fEP =
(σs − 1)σs−1

σσs
s

RsP
σs−1
s

∫

z

(

A(Ns(z), z, cs)H(Ns(z, L), L)

[(1 − η)Ls(z)]
1−η

η

)σs−1

dFs(z). (15)

7. The national labor market clears:

L̄ =
(σs − 1)σs

σσs
s

MsRsP
σs−1
s

∫

z

[A(Ns(z), z, cs)H(Ns(z, L), L)]
σs−1

[(1 − η)Ls(z)]
1−η

η
σs

dFs(z). (16)

8. The local labor markets clear:

∫ L

L0

nfL(n)dn =

S
∑

s=1

Ms

∫ ∞

0

1s(L, z)ls(z)dFs(z) ∀L > L0, (17)

where L0 ≡ inf(L), i.e., the smallest city size in equilibrium, and 1s(z, L) = 1 if firm z in sector s is in

city L, and 0 otherwise.
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Finally, note that by Walras’s Law, the goods market clears.

3.3.2 Model assumptions

To fully analyze the characteristics of the equilibrium, I make the following assumptions:

Assumption 1 A(N, z, cs) is twice-differentiable, and strictly log-supermodular in firms’ complexity z and

division of labor N , and log-supermodular in sector-level complexity cs and division of labor N , i.e.,

∂2 logA(N, z, cs)

∂N∂z
> 0;

∂2 logA(N, z, cs)

∂N∂cs
≥ 0.

Assumption 2 H(N,L) is twice-differentiable, and strictly log-supermodular in city size L and firms’ divi-

sion of labor, i.e.,

∂2 logH(N,L)

∂N∂L
> 0.

Assumption 1 states that there is complementarity between complexity z (and cs) and division of labor

N , i.e., a more complex production process benefits more from greater division of labor. In Appendix B.1, I

present one microfounded production process that generates these results. As in Costinot (2009), production

requires completing a continuum of complementary tasks. More tasks are involved in producing more complex

(high-z or high-cs) products. Before performing any task, workers must spend a fixed amount of training

time learning it. The more complex a good is—that is, the more tasks involved in producing the good—the

longer it takes to learn how to perform all tasks. To minimize training time, firms assign each worker to

perform a specialized set of tasks. I refer to each set of tasks as an occupation. More occupations within a

firm imply that there are fewer number of tasks within each occupation, i.e., greater division of labor. Since

more complex products require more training time, the gains from worker specialization are higher for more

complex firms. In what follows, I remain agnostic on the sources of the productivity benefit through division

of labor and its specific functional form. This allows me to highlight the generic features of an economy with

such complementarity.

Assumption 2 states that there is complementarity between city size L and division of labor N , i.e., larger

cities lower costs associated with greater division of labor. I hypothesize that one channel that generates

this is through provision of better ICT infrastructure in larger cities. Modern ICT technologies, such as fast

internet, can facilitate greater division of labor within firms through a number of channels, e.g., by improving

communications efficiencies, enhancing information storage and sharing, or allowing firms to employ more ca-

pable software applications (e.g., Borghans and Weel, 2006; Varian, 2010; McElheran, 2014; and Bloom et al.,

2014). In equilibrium, larger cities, with their larger tax bases, provide better local infrastructure including

ICT infrastructure. Therefore, larger cities foster greater division of labor, creating the complementarity
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between N and city size L. More details are discussed in Appendix B.2.2.34

I highlight several noteworthy points before proceeding. First, it is important to note that while I

could include all other cases of A(N, z, cs) and H(N,L) in the current discussion, I choose to focus on

the empirically relevant cases specified above to avoid a cumbersome taxonomy. Under the current set of

assumptions, the model generates a positive correlation between division of labor and city size, as shown

in Section 2. Additionally, I do not impose these restrictions in the estimation of the model in Section 4.

Instead, I let the data to inform me the appropriate choices for the parameters’ values.

Second, in Section 5, I present causal empirical evidence that supports the log-supermodularity assump-

tions between N and z (and cs), and between N and L. I do so by focusing on the specific channel mentioned

above, i.e., better ICT infrastructure in larger cities facilitates greater division of labor. The model generates

specific predictions for changes in firms’ division of labor in response to an exogenous improvement in ICT

infrastructure. I test these predictions using a quasi-experiment in Brazil.

Third, the baseline model adopts a minimum set of assumptions necessary to obtain the general equi-

librium outcome, by which firms in larger cities have greater division of labor. This generates a productive

advantage for larger cities through a specific channel, i.e., their ability to foster greater worker specialization.

In estimating the model, I include a term that summarizes all other channels that might also increase firm

productivity in larger cities. By separately identifying the two channels, I can calibrate the model and inves-

tigate the importance of division of labor in affecting productivity differences across cities. I discuss this in

detail in Section 4.

3.3.3 Characteristics of the profit function

In my theoretical framework, there is complementarity between complexity and division of labor, i.e., the

productivity benefit from worker specialization is higher for more complex products. There is also com-

plementarity between city size and division of labor, i.e., firms with greater division of labor benefit more

from being in larger cities. Combining these assumptions generates the following properties for firms’ profit

function and division of labor:

Lemma 1 Suppose that Assumptions 1 and 2 both hold, firms’ profit function, πs(z, L,N), displays log-

supermodularity in (z, L,N).

34While I propose this specific channel that generates the complementarity between N and L, the model is general enough
not to preclude the existence of other sources. In Appendix B.2.2, I propose another microfoundation for the complementarity
between city size and division of labor. Workers acquire both extensive and intensive human capital, which correspond to
the breadth and depth of their knowledge set, respectively. Knowledge acquisition is costly. Larger cities have a comparative
advantage in acquiring intensive human capital. As a result, firms with a greater division of labor—in which the requirement
for extensive knowledge set is lower—would benefit more by being in a larger city, leading to the complementarity between N

and L when the level of intensive human capital is optimally chosen.
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Lemma 2 Denoted by Ns(z, L) = arg maxN πs(z, L,N), the optimal division of labor given z and L increases

in (z, L).

Division of labor depends on the trade-off between gains and costs of specialization. A larger city lowers

the costs at the margin, and thus division of labor increases. Similarly, as complexity increases, marginal

gains shift up, which increases division of labor. Using a classic result in monotone comparative statics

(Topkis, 1978), since the profit function πs(z, L,N) is log-supermodular in (z, L,N), once the firm solves for

its optimal division of labor, Ns(z, L), the profit function π∗
s (z, L) displays log-supermodularity in (z, L).

Lemma 3 Denoted by π∗
s (z, L) = maxN πs(z, L,N), the optimal firm profit given z and L is log-supermodular

in (z, L), if both Assumptions 1 and 2 hold.

3.3.4 Equilibrium systems of cities

Following the standard literature (e.g., Henderson and Becker, 2000; Behrens, Duranton and Robert-Nicoud,

2014), I assume that cities emerge endogenously as a result of “self-organization.” A new city opens up when

there is incentive for firms and/or workers to do so. This happens when there exists a set of firms and workers

that would be better off with their choices of the city size. Cities are therefore the outcome of the mutually

compatible optimal choices of a continuum of firms and workers. Recall that the optimal profit function of

firm z in city L is

π∗
s (z, L) =

(σs − 1)σs−1

σσs
s

(

A(Ns(z, L), z, cs)H(Ns(z, L), L)

w(L)

)σs−1

RsP
σs−1
s .

Lemma 1 implies that the profit function shown in Equation (12) is log-supermodular in (z, L), suggest-

ing that more complex firms benefit more from being located in larger cities. However, given symmetric

fundamentals, this does not preclude the existence of a symmetric equilibrium, in which all types of firms

are equally represented in all cities. I show in Appendix B that such an equilibrium is stable only if the

gains from worker specialization are too small to cause agglomeration. When worker specialization is suffi-

ciently rewarding, a small perturbation in city size would push the symmetric equilibria into a heterogeneous

equilibrium.

Symmetric equilibria are both empirically counterfactual and theoretically not very illuminating. Hence-

forth, I focus on heterogeneous equilibria. Given its complexity draw z, the firm’s problem is to choose L to

optimize its profit. Using Equation (12), the first order condition with respect to L is therefore:

HL

H
=

1 − η

η

1

L
, (18)

where HL

H = ∂H(N,L)
∂L .
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In Equation (18), HL

H corresponds to the marginal benefit of being in a larger city. It equates to the

additional productivity advantage generated by lower coordination costs there; 1−η
η

1
L corresponds to the

marginal cost of being in a larger city. It is equal to the extra costs due to more expensive labor prices.

When production location is optimally chosen, the marginal gains from being in a larger city are equal to

the marginal costs. This is illustrated graphically in Figure 2b.

Under regularity conditions, there is a unique profit-maximizing city size for a firm of type z with cs.

Define the solution to Equation (18) as

L∗
s(z) = arg max

L≥0
π∗
s (z, L). (19)

Under the self-organization assumption of cities, the set of city sizes L in heterogeneous equilibria is

necessarily the outcome of the mutually compatible optimal choices of the continuum of individuals and

firms (see, e.g., Henderson and Becker, 2000 and Behrens, Duranton and Robert-Nicoud, 2014). Assume that

for some firm z, no city size of L∗
s(z) exists; then there is a profitable deviation for these firms to coordinate

and open up this city on an unoccupied site. It will attract the corresponding workers by offering them a

wage marginally higher than w(L∗
s(z)). The number of such cities adjusts so that each city has the right size

in equilibrium. Therefore, in a heterogeneous equilibrium, the set of city sizes available in equilibrium, L, is

the union of the sector-by-sector intervals of the optimal set of city sizes for firm distribution fs(z). Given

L, the optimal location choice for each firm z in sector s is defined by the following matching function:

Ls(z) = arg max
L∈L

π∗
s (z, L). (20)

Using the definition in Equation (20) and Lemma 3, I can invoke a classic theorem in monotone compar-

ative statics (Topkis, 1978) and obtain the following key theoretical result.

Proposition 4 Suppose that Assumptions 1 and 2 hold. In the heterogeneous equilibrium, within a sector,

high-z firms sort into larger cities. More formally, given cs, the matching function is increasing in z, or

L′
s(z) > 0.

The intuition for Proposition 4 is straightforward. Larger cities have higher housing prices due to conges-

tion, so workers require higher wages in these locations. Larger cities attract firms because of the productivity

advantage brought about by the lower costs of division of labor. More complex firms benefit more from being

in larger cities. In equilibrium, these firms are willing to pay more to be in a larger city, thus outbidding less

complex firms. There is therefore spatial sorting for firms, which supports the equilibrium differences in the

extent of worker specialization.

In Appendix B, I further detail the properties of the heterogeneous spatial equilibrium. I prove the
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existence of the city-size distribution fL(·), and verify that fL(·) is unique and stable.

3.4 Characterizing spatial equilibrium

In the heterogeneous spatial equilibrium, division of labor Ns(z), profit πs(z), revenue rs(z), and size ls(z)

are all determined by the matching function Ls(z). The strict sorting of z within a sector generates the strict

sorting of firm profits and revenue. I denote the equilibrium variables using the following expressions:

Ns(z) = Ns(z, Ls(z)), (21)

πs(z) =
(σs − 1)σs−1

σσs
s

(

A(Ns(z), z, cs)H(Ns(z), Ls(z))

w(Ls(z))

)σs−1

Pσs−1
s Rs, (22)

rs(z) = σsπs(z), (23)

ls(z) =
πs(z)

(σs − 1)w(Ls(z))
. (24)

3.4.1 Within-sector characterization

Given the results in Proposition 4, firm-level observables also exhibit complementaries between firm com-

plexity and city size, as stated in the following result:

Proposition 5 In equilibrium, within each sector, firms’ division of labor, revenue, and profit all increase

with city size. More formally, consider two firms z and z′ within sector s. If Ls(z) > Ls(z
′), then Ns(z) >

Ns(z
′), πs(z) > πs(z

′), rs(z) > rs(z
′), and ws(z) > ws(z

′).

In equilibrium, within a sector, high-z firms sort into larger cities. This generates the motivating fact

presented in Section 2, i.e., firms’ division of labor is greater in larger cities. Through the lens of my model, I

show how the correlation is achieved through two channels. First, firms in larger cities produce more complex

products and have greater division of labor. Second, larger cities facilitate greater division of labor for all

firms by lowering the costs of division of labor. Furthermore, unlike previous literature, my model does not

assume any direct relationship between firm characteristics and city size. It nonetheless predicts that firms

located in larger cities are bigger (in revenue), consistent with well-known empirical regularity on spatial

distribution of firms.

3.4.2 Cross-sector characterization

Previous theories in this literature (see, e.g., Abdel-Rahman and Anas, 2004; Helsley and Strange, 2014)

overwhelmingly describe polarized sectoral compositions within cities.35 In contrast, my model offers a

35These include specialized cities that have only one tradable sector and perfectly diversified cities that have all of the tradable
sectors. Two notable exceptions are Davis and Dingel (2014) and Gaubert (2016).
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theory to explain how firms from different sectors can coexist in equilibrium within each type of city size.

Holding city sizes fixed, a variety of sectors may be present in some types of cities at equilibrium. This is

possible because the matching function Ls(z) varies by sector, making it possible for firms with different

complexity draws to choose the same optimal city size.

Using this result, I derive pattern of sectoral geographic distribution across cities. I define the geographic

distribution of firms in a sector as the probability that a firm from the sector is in a city of smaller than Lc,

that is,

F̃ (Lc; cs) = Pr(firm from sector s is in a city of size smaller than Lc).

Proposition 6 In equilibrium, all else equal, the geographic distribution F̃s of a higher cs sector first-order

stochastically dominates that of firms in a lower cs′ sector.

From Proposition 4, within a sector, the matching function is always increasing in z. However, the

marginal increase of the matching function with respect to z is sector-specific and determined by complexity

cs. In more complex sectors, firms benefit more from being in a larger city, pushing the matching function

up for all firms. All else equal, a greater share of firms in more complex sectors locates in larger cities.

3.4.3 Impact of ICT infrastructure improvement

The previous results rely on the validity of Assumptions 1 and 2, i.e., the complementarity between complexity

z (and cs) and division of labor N ; and the complementarity between city size L and division of labor N ,

possibly through better ICT infrastructure. I now derive a set of predictions that I can bring to data to

test my assumptions. In particular, the model makes predictions for changes in firms’ division of labor in

response to an exogenous improvement in ICT infrastructure.

Proposition 7 In equilibrium, an improvement in ICT infrastructure increases firms’ division of labor. The

increases are larger for firms in more complex (or high-cs) sectors, and for firms located in bigger cities.

A shock to ICT infrastructure reduces costs of worker specialization at the margin, therefore increasing

division of labor for all firms experiencing the change. Due to the complementarity between complexity and

division of labor, the reduction in marginal costs benefits more complex (i.e., high-cs and high-z firms) more.

Therefore, the increases are larger for high-cs and high-z firms. Furthermore, since high-z firms sort into

larger cities, the model also predicts that affected firms in larger cities would increase their division of labor

to a greater extent. These results are illustrated in Figure 3. In Section 5, I test the model predictions using

a quasi-experiment in Brazil.36

36The exogenous improvement in ICT infrastructure also affects other firm-level variables such as firm profit and revenue, as
well as general equilibrium outcomes such as city sizes. I discuss these additional results in Appendix B.
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3.5 Descriptive evidence

In this part, I present descriptive evidence that is consistent with the theoretical results in previous sections.

3.5.1 Within-sector characteristics

The model predicts that in each sector, more complex firms sort into larger cities. This sorting of complexity

generates sorting of other firm-level variables, including profits and revenue (Proposition 5). I first investigate

how, within a sector, average firms’ division of labor and labor payment change as city size increases.37 In

the model, the elasticities of firms’ division of labor and firm revenue to city size are both positive within

sectors. Empirically, I calculate the average establishment-level division of labor and labor payment within

a sector-city cell and compute their elasticities with respect to city size.38 Figure 4 plots the distribution

of the two elasticities. For division of labor, it is positive for 91% of the observations, and is significantly

negative for only two sectors, growth of grains and sawmill.39 For labor payment, it is positive for 94% of

the observations, and none of the negative estimates is significant. Results are therefore largely consistent

with model predictions.

3.5.2 Cross-sector characteristics

The model also predicts that the geographic distribution of firms in high-cs sector first-order stochastically

dominates that of firms in low-cs sector, in Proposition 6. In other words, a larger share of firms is located

in bigger cities for higher-cs sectors. To test this prediction, I use two approaches. I first separate sectors

into three broad categories based on sector-level complexities, and plot the distribution of firm size for each

group. As shown in Figure 5, high-cs sectors display a clear first-order stochastic dominance relationship

over medium- and low-cs sectors.

I next use a more continuous measure of sector-level complexity. I calculate, for each sector, the share

of firms located in bigger cities, where bigger cities are defined as the set of cities that host half of the

population. I then estimate:

shares = α0 + α1cs + Xs + εs,

where an estimate of α1 greater than 0 would be consistent with the model prediction. As shown in Table 3,

α1 is positive and precisely estimated for all specifications and using both complexity measures.

37In the model, average labor payment is proportional to revenue. Labor payment is simply calculated as the total wage bill
within an establishment.

38To have a meaningful number of establishments within each sector-city cell, I use the 4-digit CNAE2.0 code, which gives
me 254 sectors.

39The results are not surprising since my model assumes that all locations are identical, whereas the location choices of these
two sectors are driven by natural amenities, such as availability of arable land and forests.
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4 Estimation of the model

In this section, I structurally estimate the model, following a two-step procedure. In the first step, I estimate

three sets of parameters that can be inferred directly from the data, and are separate from the rest of

the system. In the second step, I estimate the five remaining parameters separately for each sector. I

make parametric assumptions about firms’ production function, simulate the profit-maximizing decisions of

each firm, and estimate the remaining parameters using a method of simulated moments (MSM) approach

(Gourieroux, Monfort and Renault, 1993). The main objects of interest are the complementarity between

division of labor and city size, and the complementarity between division of labor and firm complexity. In

the context of the parameterized version of my model, the first parameter controls the extent to which the

cost of division of labor falls with city size and the second parameter controls the extent to which the benefits

of division of labor rise with firm complexity.

The structural estimation uses data from RAIS and PIA in 2010. Using RAIS data, I construct establishment-

level information on employment, labor payment, division of labor, location and industry classification. The

PIA data report sector-level information on value-added, inputs, and production. I trim the bottom and top

1% of the data. This leaves me with 298,412 establishments. For the estimation, I aggregate establishments

into 21 sectors. Summary statistics are reported in Table 4.

4.1 Step one: Direct calibration

I begin by estimating 2S + 1 parameters that can be extrapolated directly from the data without using the

structure of the rest of the model. These are the elasticity of substitution σs and the Cobb-Douglas share ξs

for each sector, and the Cobb-Douglas share of nontradable goods and services η in worker’s utility function.

I assign values to parameters σs, ξs, and η as follows. The elasticity of substitution in the CES demand

function is calibrated to match the sector-level markup charged to consumers, where σs

σs−1 = revenues

costs
. I

then estimate the Cobb-Douglas share of each sector ξs by measuring its share of value-added produced.

Lastly, 1−η
η corresponds to the elasticity of wages with respect to city size, from Equation (5). To account

for heterogeneity of workers across space, I calculate the elasticity using residuals from a Mincerian wage

regression and obtain an elasticity of 3.1%, which corresponds to η = 0.97.40

40I first regress log hourly earnings of the workers in my sample on a gender dummy, a race dummy, a categorical variable for
10 levels of education attainment, a quartic in years of potential experience, and all pair-wise interactions of these values (where
regressions are weighted by annual hours worked). I then take the residuals from the Mincerian regression and regress on log of
city size to obtain the elasticity of wages to city size.
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4.2 Step two: Method of simulated moments

In the second stage, I use MSM to estimate the remaining parameters. Given parameter estimates from

the first step, and parametric assumptions on model specifications and distributions of the underlying firm

heterogeneity, and idiosyncratic shocks to firms’ location choices, I simulate the profit-maximizing decisions

of each firm and calculate a set of non-parametric moments to characterize the economy. I then iterate

over new choices of parameters and select the best set of parameters to minimize the distance between the

simulated moments and their data analogs.

4.2.1 Model specification

To estimate the complementarity between firm complexity and city size, I need to fully characterize the

features of firm production function. For ensuing discussions, it is useful to define a new term:

ψs(z) = A(N, z, cs)H(N,L). (25)

Given Equation (25), the profit function can be rewritten as a function of ψ,

πs(z, L,N) =
(σs − 1)σs−1

σσs
s

(

ψs(z)

w(L)

)σs−1

RsP
σs−1
s .

In each sector, given local labor costs w(L), firms’ profit increases with ψs(z). I thus interpret ψs(z) as the

productivity of a firm with complexity z in sector s.

All propositions in Section 3 were derived based on Assumptions 1 and 2, i.e. complementarities in (N, z)

and (N,L). In the structural estimation, however, I do not impose these relationships. Instead, I assume the

following functional form for productivity, which allows for any sign of these effects:

logψs(z,N,L) ≡ logA(N, z, cs) + logH(N,L) = (log z)(1 + logN)cs −
logN

(1 + log L̃)θs

(26)

where L̃ = L
L0

, and L0 is the smallest city size in the set of city size distribution L.41

For worker productivity, I postulate that

logA(N, z, cs) = (log z)(1 + logN)cs .

It is straightforward to see that (log z)(1 + logN)cs is strictly increasing in z, cs, and N . The strength of

complementarity between firm complexity and division of labor is determined by cs. A positive value of cs

41Under this specification, when N is optimally chosen, the productivity function in (26) can be mapped directly to the
productivity function assumed in Gaubert (2016).
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would confirm model assumption. When cs = 0, there is no complementarity, and I obtain a model in which

the worker productivity is solely determined by firms’ complexity draws. The cost of division of labor takes

the following functional form:

logH(N,L) = − logN(1 + log L̃)−θs .

The marginal cost of division of labor is given by 1
N

1
(1+log L̃)θs

, which is decreasing in the normalized

city size L̃, reflecting the complementarity between division of labor and city size.42 To retain full flexibility,

I allow the strength of the complementarity, θs, to vary across sectors. Similar to worker productivity, a

positive estimate of θs would confirm model assumption. When θs = 0, there is no complementarity, and the

marginal cost of division of labor is constant across different city sizes. Finally, following the conventional

literature, I assume that log z is distributed according to a normal distribution with variance νz, truncated

at its mean to prevent log z from being negative.

4.2.2 Model extensions

To bring the model to data, I incorporate three extensions: (i) spatial equilibrium with a discrete set of

cities, (ii) imperfect sorting of firms, and (iii) other sources of agglomeration externalities. My extended

model allows me to obtain results under less restrictive assumptions than Section 3, and to evaluate the

contribution of division of labor to productivity differences across cities, on which my baseline model is

silent.

First, I consider a discrete set of cities. In the baseline model, I assume that the whole economy consists

of a continuum of identical sites. This assumption simplifies the theoretical analysis and generates the

uniqueness of the heterogeneous equilibrium. For the quantitative exercise, I take the set of city sizes L as

exogenously given. Cities, indexed by n, are ordered by their city size Ln. Given the log-supermodularity

of the profit function in (z, L), more complex firms still sort into larger cities. Within a sector, each city is

occupied by a range of firms with different complexity draws, denoted by [zs(n), z̄s(n)]. Spatial equilibria are

determined by the following indifference condition:

πs(z̄, n) = πs(z, n+ 1), ∀Ln ∈ L. (27)

While the new spatial equilibria may no longer be unique, the equilibrium characteristics presented in Section

3.4 hold for both continuous and discrete cases.

Second, I introduce an error structure that allows firms’ ex post profits to vary within a city. In the

baseline model, within a sector, there is strict sorting of firms across city sizes. As a result, within a city,

42I normalize city size by the minimum city size in Brazil L0. The normalization does not affect the estimation, since the
estimation relies on relative sizes of cities.
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all firms in the same sector share the same division of labor, productivity, revenue, and profits. In reality,

there may be other factors that affect a firm’s location choice, and there is great heterogeneity across firms

within a city. To capture the imperfect sorting of firms, I add an error structure by assuming that each firm

j draws an idiosyncratic shock ǫjL for each city size L, where ǫjL is i.i.d. across city size and firms. I further

assume that these shocks follow a type I extreme value distribution, with mean zero and variance νL. The

shock captures idiosyncratic motives for firms’ location choices. With the extension, in a sector, there is a

distribution of complexities allocated to each city size. However, of the complexity level dominating each

city, there is still positive assortative matching between complexity and city size. Therefore, equilibrium

characteristics in Section 3.4 still hold.43

Third, I include a term in firms’ productivity function that summarizes other sources of agglomeration

externalities, which my model abstracts from. This includes, but is not limited to, the sorting of skills

among heterogeneous workers, knowledge spillover, and natural amenity differences. With these extensions,

productivity of a firm z in sector s can be rewritten as:

logψj(z, cs, L,N) = αs logL+ (log zj)(1 + logN)cs −
logN

(1 + log L̃)θs

+ ǫjL, (28)

where αs captures the standard reduced-form agglomeration externality. When θs = 0 or cs = 0, I obtain a

classic model of agglomeration externalities without division of labor (see, e.g., Allen and Arkolakis, 2014).44

4.2.3 Estimation procedure

Given the distribution of firm complexities and idiosyncratic firm-city-size shocks, parametric assumptions,

and the parameters estimated in the first stage, five parameters remain to be estimated for each sector:

the reduced-form agglomeration externality (α), the complementarity between firm complexity and division

of labor (c), the complementarity between division of labor and city size (θ), the variance of complexity

distribution (νz), and the variance of the firm-city-size shocks (νL). I use MSM to back out the five parameters,

χs = (α, c, θ, νz, νL)s, for each s = {1, . . . , S}.

I draw a sample of 100,000 firms for each sector and find the profit-maximizing division of labor, N∗,

43I assume that ǫjL is city-size specific, rather than city-specific. If misspecified, these shocks can represent the maximum of
shocks at a more disaggregate level, such as at the city level. See Gaubert (2016) for an excellent discussion of this.

44This specification assumes away direct interaction of firm complexity and city size, i.e., firm complexity can only affect firm’s
location choice through division of labor. I perform a robustness test by allowing such direct interaction, i.e.,

logψj(z, cs, L,N) = α1s logL+ α2s log z logL+ (log zj)(1 + logN)cs −
logN

(1 + log L̃)θs
+ ǫjL.

The estimation results are very similar to the baseline values.
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conditioning on city size, using Equation (11). This gives me firm productivity conditioning on city size:

logψj(z, cs, L) = αs logL+ log zj(1 + logN∗
j )cs −

logN∗
j

(1 + log L̃)θs

+ ǫjL. (29)

Based on logψj(z, cs, L), firms make a discrete choice of city size, according to the following equation:

log L̃s(zj) ≡ arg max
L̃∈L

logψj(z, cs, L) − logw(L)

= arg max
L̃∈L

log zj(1 + logN∗
j )cs −

logN∗
j

(1 + log L̃)θs

+

(

αs −
1 − η

η

)

log L̃+ ǫjL.

(30)

To estimate the five parameters in χs, I match 21 simulated and data moments for every sector: geographic

distribution of firms (4), firm-size distribution (5), increase in the average firm size across city sizes (4),

increase in the average division of labor across city sizes (4), and within-city variations in division of labor

(4).45 The first three sets of moments jointly identify α, νz and νL. The identification strategy closely follows

that in Gaubert (2016), and I provide a detailed discussion in Appendix C.

The identification of the two complementarity parameters, c and θ, is possible because I can observe

division of labor within firms. In equilibrium, the joint parameter θ
1−c captures the relationship between

firms’ division of labor and city size. By observing how the average division of labor increases across city

sizes, I can identify θ
1−c .

46 To separately identify c and θ, I consider within-city variations in firms’ division

of labor. Given a city size, the impact of city size on division of labor is the same for all firms located there.

I can, therefore, identify the complementarity between division of labor and complexity—i.e., c—using the

within-city variation in firms’ division of labor, relative to that in firm complexities. Intuitively, all else equal,

small changes in firm complexity would generate a huge variation in division of labor, if the complementarity

is strong.47

MSM chooses parameters χ̂s to minimize the distance between simulated moments and targeted moments,

using the criterion function:

χ̂s = arg min (ms,data −ms,sim(χs))
′Js(ms,data −ms,sim(χs)) (31)

where ms,data is the vector of empirical moments for sector s, and ms,sim is the vector of simulated moments

45I measure the geographic distribution of firms using the share of employment in a given sector that falls into one of the four
bins of city sizes, in which the city-size bins are defined as threshold cities with less than 25%, 50%, and 75% of overall sectoral
employment. To measure firm-size distribution, I use five moments that characterize nonparametrically the distribution. These
bins are defined by the 25, 50, 75 and 90th percentiles of the distribution. On increases in average firm size and division of
labor across city sizes, I use 8 moments summarizing the average labor payment and division of labor across four quartiles of
city sizes. Lastly, I use the variance of firms’ division of labor in each quartile of city sizes, to summarize variation in division
of labor within cities.

46For robustness, I use the estimated elasticity of division of labor with respect to city size to measure the increase in division
of labor across city sizes. The results are similar to the baseline estimates.

47Please refer to Appendix C for further discussions on moments and identification.
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calculated at χs.

I use the diagonal of the variance-covariance matrix of the moments as the weighting matrix Js, rather

than the optimal full variance-covariance matrix, due to concerns about bias raised by Altonji and Segal

(1996).48 I find the parameters that minimize the criterion function using the particle swarm optimization

method (Kennedy and Eberhart, 1995). I provide more details on the estimation process in Appendix C.

4.3 Structural results

In this section, I present results from the second-stage estimation. Estimated parameters by sector are

reported in Table 5. I first examine model fit for the set of targeted moments. Figures in Appendix C report

the results. Specifically, Figure 10 reports the share of sectoral employment across city size. Overall, the

estimated model captures well the cross-sectoral heterogeneity in location patterns. Figure 11 illustrates

how the firm-size distribution in labor payment compares in the data and the model. In general, the fit is

better for the upper tail than the lower tail. The result is expected, since I target the upper-tail quantiles

in the estimation. How the average labor payment increases with city size is generally well captured by the

simulated model, as shown in Figure 12. The fit for the average division of labor is similar, and is shown in

Figure 13. Lastly, the result for the variance of firms’ division of labor within each city bin is reported in

Figure 14. The model generally captures the cross-sectoral heterogeneity accurately. Within-sector patterns

are noisier, but still follow overall trends in the data.

I next move on to nontargeted moments. In particular, I consider two sets of nontargeted moments that

combine the 21 sectoral estimation results. The first set considers the relative magnitude for the estimated

sector-specific complexity parameter c across different sectors. The estimation is made for each sector sep-

arately. I make no assumption on the relative size of c—the complementarity between firm complexity and

division of labor—across sectors. The theory, however, predicts that the complementarity is stronger in

more complex sectors. I relate the estimates of c to the two empirical proxies of sector-level complexity, and

estimate the rank correlations between them. Rank correlations are 0.68 and 0.62 for the measures using

the number of intermediate inputs and the G3 export share, respectively. Figure 15 of Appendix C plots the

rank of the estimates across sectors against the empirical measures.

Lastly, I examine the simulated city-size distribution. The fact that city distribution follows Zipf’s law is

48The variance-covariance matrix, Ωs, is calculated from ms,data, using a bootstrap procedure. Within each sector, I first

sample, with replacement, firms from my data for 2,000 times. For each resampling b, I calculate mb
s, the new moments generated

from the bootstrap sample. I then calculate

Ωs =
1

2000

2000
∑

b=1

(mb
s −ms,data)(mb

s −ms,data)′.

The weight matrix Js is simply the diagonal of Ωs.
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one of the most remarkable empirical facts in economics.49 In estimating the model, I impose no restriction

on the number of cities in each city-size bin, which defines the city-size distribution. Using the estimates, I

can solve for the city-size distribution in equilibrium (see Appendix B for detailed steps). As shown in Figure

16, of Appendix C the estimated city-size distribution adheres to Zipf’s law and follows the actual city-size

distribution reasonably well.

4.4 Productivity impacts of division of labor

Productivity advantages in larger cities are well documented in the literature (see, e.g., Rosenthal and

Strange, 2004; Melo, Graham and Noland, 2009). Unlike previous theories, in my model, the productivity

distribution is determined not only by the standard reduced-form agglomeration externalities, the variance of

firm complexity distribution, and firm-city-size idiosyncratic shocks, but also by firms’ endogenous decisions

on the extent of division of labor. Through the lens of my model, I propose the new channel that explains

productivity differences across city sizes. Using the estimates, I next conduct a counterfactual exercise to

quantify the contribution of division of labor to the productivity gains in larger cities.

I begin by computing the estimated elasticity of firm productivity to city size, using the following OLS

regression on the simulated set of data:

log ψ̂j = β0 + β1 logLj + δs(j) + ǫj (32)

where ψ̂j is the simulated firm productivity defined in Equation (29) for firm j, Lj is the optimal city size

chosen by the firm according to Equation (30), and δs(j) is a sector fixed effect. β1 denotes the elasticity

of firm productivity to city size. Running the OLS regression in Equation (32), I get an OLS estimate of

β̂1 = 8.3%. This measure is consistent within the range of existing measures of agglomeration externalities,

at 2%–10% (Rosenthal and Strange, 2004; and Melo, Graham and Noland, 2009), providing another external

validation for the estimation results.

To estimate productivity advantage of larger cities through division of labor, I conduct the following

counterfactual analysis, in which I shut down productivity increase through division of labor. This is achieved

by (i) forcing firms to choose their locations based on the firm-city-size specific shocks, instead of their

complexities, and (ii) fixing firms’ division of labor based on the average value within their sector. Under

this counterfactual scenario, I re-estimate the model, which gives me a new set of productivities and their

corresponding spatial distribution. Under the restriction, differences in firm productivity across space are

only driven by firm complexity draws and the agglomeration externalities determined by the firm-city-size

specific shocks. This counterfactual exercise allows me to identify what would be the realized productivities

49According to Zipf’s law, when we order cities in a country by size and regress the log of the rank against the log of the size,
we get a straight line with a slope of -1.
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if division of labor did not affect the productivity and location choices of firms. Re-estimating Equation (32)

using the new simulated data leads to an elasticity of firm productivity to city size of 6.9%. By this account,

division of labor accounts for 16% of the productivity advantage in larger cities.50 The estimated contribution

is comparable to the importance of natural advantage and labor-market-based knowledge spillover estimated

in previous literature (see, e.g., Ellison and Glaeser, 1999; Serafinelli, 2015).51

I further examine the importance of firm sorting to the 16% productivity contribution through division of

labor. In the model, firms sort into larger cities because larger cities foster greater division of labor. To shut

down the systematic sorting of firms, I constrain firms to choose their city sizes based on their idiosyncratic

firm-city-size draws, similar to the first counterfactual exercise. However, firms are allowed to choose the

optimal division of labor based on their complexity draws and the city in which they are located. This

counterfactual exercise thus allows me to study what would be the realized productivity if I only shut down

one of the two channels through which division of labor could increase productivity.52 I find, by re-estimating

Equation (32), that the elasticity estimate drops to 7.59%. This suggests that firm sorting accounts for about

half of the spatial productivity differences through division of labor.53

5 Empirical analysis

In this section, I use Brazilian micro-level data to validate the theoretical predictions. The theory presented

in Section 3 relies on two key assumptions, i.e., the log-supermodularities between N and z (and cs) and

between N and L. Given these assumptions, the model generates the three predictions in Proposition 7: In

response to an improvement in ICT infrastructure, (i) all firms affected would increase their division of labor,

and the increases are greater for the firms (ii) in more complex sectors and (iii) in larger cities.

I leverage a quasi-experiment to test these model predictions. In practice, many factors potentially affect

firms’ decisions on division of labor. To establish the causal impact of better ICT infrastructure on division

of labor, I need a plausibly exogenous variation in the ICT infrastructure that is unrelated to firms’ division

of labor. To do so, I rely on a quasi-experiment in Brazil from the National Broadband Plan (Programa

Nacional de Banda Larga, or PNBL) to identify the effects of better ICT infrastructure on division of labor

within establishments, and examine whether there are heterogeneities in the treatment effects in accordance

50Without the endogenous choice of division of labor, the elasticity estimate goes down by 1.4% (8.3% - 6.9%), which is 16%
(1.4% / 8.3%) of the baseline elasticity.

51I also consider an alternative approach in which I re-estimate log ψ̂j by removing the reduced-form agglomeration exter-
nalities, α logL, in Equation (29). This assumes that the productivity advantage in larger cities only comes from my proposed
channel of division of labor. Re-estimating Equation (32) gives me similar results. I find that division of labor generates an
elasticity estimate of 1.5%, which is 18% of the original value.

52I perform a robustness check in which I shut down the direct effect of city size on firm’s division of labor while allowing for
firm sorting, i.e., firms can endogenously sort into cities based on their complexities but have to choose a fixed level of division
of labor. The results are similar to this approach.

53Without systematic firm sorting, the elasticity estimate goes down by 0.71% (8.3% - 7.59%), which is 51% (0.71% / 1.4%)
of the contribution of division of labor to the spatial productivity difference.
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with the predictions in Proposition 7.

5.1 Additional data

I assemble a set of geo-coded data to assess the impact of the new policy that expands broadband acces-

sibility in Brazil. I download the alignment of existing broadband networks from the Brazilian National

Telecommunications Agency (Agencia Nacional de Telecommunicacoes, or Anatel). Data on the new broad-

band network are collected from a number of decentralized sources, including the Brazilian National Teaching

and Research Network (Rede Nacional de Ensino E Pesquisa), press releases and annual reports from the

companies contracted to implement the relevant infrastructure (including Telebras, Oi, Vivo, and Nextel).

Information on municipality boundaries is obtained from IBGE. Locations of the submarine cable landing

points are obtained from TeleGeography.54 I geo-code all the data into shp files, and process them using

QGIS to construct a consistent dataset for the quasi-experiment. The most detailed geographic information

I observe for establishments is at the municipality level. I thus measure the distance between establishments

and the new broadband network, using the centroids of the municipalities in which the establishments are

located. Both the centroids and the nearest distance are computed by QGIS using WGS 84 Projection.

Following conventional literature (e.g., Banerjee, Duflo and Qian, 2012), I use geographic distance measured

in kilometers rather than travel distance.

In testing the model predictions, I use a balanced panel of establishments for the period 2006 to 2014.

To investigate the interaction of the new infrastructure with city size and sector complexity, I remove those

establishments that relocate or change their sector classifications during the study period. This leaves 86,344

establishments over 9 years, or 777,096 establishment-year observations, for the empirical analysis.

5.2 Background

In Brazil, the availability of broadband access closely reflects the country’s wide variation in city size, as illus-

trated in Figure 6.55 This uneven distribution of broadband access is a direct result of lack of infrastructure

for private internet providers in remote and low-density areas. Before 2010, the government played a very

limited role in broadband provision, leaving private operators to provide broadband infrastructure where

they find it profitable to do so (Jensen, 2011; Knight, 2016).56 The prohibitively high cost of installing new

broadband backbones in remote and low-density areas had prevented more even distribution of broadband

54Data can be downloaded from the following web sources: http://www.anatel.gov.br/dados/2015-02-04-18-
36-10; https://www.rnp.br/en/search?words=rua&begin=1681; http://www.telebras.com.br; http://www.oi.com.br;
https://www.vivo.com.br; http://www.nextel.com.br; http://www.ibge.gov.br/english/geociencias/default_prod.shtm; and
https://www.submarinecablemap.com.

55According to the 2010 Census Survey, fixed broadband penetration rate was 11% in Sao Paolo but only 1.5% in the low-
density northeastern region. The correlation between city size and broadband penetration ratio was 0.79 in 2010.

56This is unlike other developing countries in which national backbones are typically built by a national state-owned telecom
(see, e.g., Hjort and Poulsen, 2016).
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availability. As a result, smaller cities of Brazil had no access to fast internet connection. To address this

problem, the federal government launched the largest ICT infrastructure project in 2010, i.e., PNBL.

The key objective of PNBL is to provide broadband access in poorly served areas, to trigger economic

development and reduce regional inequalities (Knight, 2016). With a budget of $600mil USD a year for

four years, by 2014 the PNBL expanded broadband coverage from 681 to 2,930 municipalities; the increase

amounted to 40% of the total population. I focus on a major initiative of PNBL that builds new national

backbones extending to the remote areas of Brazil.57 Between 2012 and 2014, PNBL added 48,000 km of

new broadband backbone. Table 6 in Appendix D compares establishment characteristics between control

and treatment groups. On average, treated establishments have greater division of labor (by both measures)

and a higher share of managers, and are larger in size.58

5.3 Empirical strategy

The first empirical test is to investigate the relationship between division of labor within establishments in a

time period and whether the establishments are connected to broadband backbone cables. I run:

logNjt = α+ βBackbonejt + δj + δt + εjt (33)

where logNjt is the measured division of labor within establishment j at time t. Backbonejt is a dummy

variable equal to one if establishment j is “connected” to the new backbone added in year t. All specifications

include an establishment fixed effect, δj , that controls for any time-invariant differences across establishments,

and a year fixed effect, δt, that controls for any establishment-invariant shocks to division of labor. Standard

errors are clustered at the municipality level.59 The key coefficient of interest here is β, which measures

the effect of new broadband availability on division of labor within establishments. The model predicts that

β > 0.

Following Hjort and Poulsen (2016), I determine whether an establishment is “connected” to broadband

internet based on its geographic distance to the nearest backbone cable. From a technical perspective,

connectivity decreases exponentially as one moves further away from the backbone network (Banerji and

Chowdhury, 2013). Since I lack information on the middle and last-mile infrastructure, I cannot determine

the actual adoption of broadband internet at the establishment level. Instead, I use its distance to the nearest

backbone network to assess the feasibility that an establishment is connected to the backbone network.60

57“Backbones” are national trunk infrastructure that brings traffic from international submarine cables in coastal regions to
inland parts of the country. Backbones consist of high-capacity fiber optic cables. See Appendix D for more detail.

58Even though a key policy objective for the PNBL is to expand the broadband network into the smaller, less developed areas
in Brazil, the backbone infrastructure has to originate from the submarine cable landing points along the coast, and tend to
pass through major cities before reaching the smaller cities.

59The results are also robust to using Conley standard errors to account for possible spatial correlations across locations.
60Essentially, I am defining an “intent to treat” variable, instead of the actual treatment. The estimate for β is, therefore, a
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The range that makes connecting to a broadband backbone cable feasible is between 100 km to 400 km. For

baseline analysis, I define a location as connected to the new backbone if the distance to the nearest backbone

cable is less than 250 km. I vary the radius for robustness tests.

The model also makes predictions regarding heterogeneities in the treatment effects, as stated in Proposi-

tion 7. Specifically, the impacts of the new ICT infrastructure are larger for establishments located in larger

cities relative to smaller cities, and for establishments that produce in more complex sectors relative to less

complex sectors. I test these predictions using Equations (34) and (35). The model predicts that γ > 0 and

ω > 0.

logNjt = α+ βBackbonejt + γBackbonejt × logLc(j),t0 + δj + δt + εjt, (34)

logNjt = α+ βBackbonejt + ωBackbonejt × log cs(j),t0 + δj + δt + εjt, (35)

where logLc(j),t0 is the size of the city c in which establishment j is located and log cc(j),t0 denotes the

complexity of sector s that establishment j produces in. I use both measures of sector-level complexity for

the regressions.61

The identifying assumption is that establishments close to and farther away from new broadband back-

bones were on parallel trends in the outcome of interest prior to the completion of the new backbones, and did

not experience systematically different idiosyncratic shocks after the new backbones arrived. Figure 8 plots

the paths of the number of occupations within establishments in the treated and control groups before and

after the completion of backbone cable in 2012. This enables me to inspect how the gap between the treated

areas and control areas evolve after the new backbone cables arrive. More importantly, the plot allows me

to check whether the identifying assumption of parallel trends holds. Indeed, while the average number of

occupations within establishments is always the higher in the treated areas, shapes of the two graphs are

virtually identical. The two lines seem to diverge after 2011, suggesting an increase in division of labor after

the arrival of new broadband connections.62 In Table 28 of Appendix D, I formally test the parallel-trends

assumption by including two lead variables, which are two indicator functions taking the value of 1 in t− 2

and t − 1, respectively, if an establishment receives the treatment in t, and 0 otherwise. Coefficients on the

lead variables are negative and insignificant, which supports the assumption of parallel trends.

Additionally, Figure 7, which shows the new broadband backbones that had been introduced at various

times during the data period, illustrates three important aspects of the identifying variation I exploit. First,

the new backbones were completed throughout the period I consider and were connected to different mu-

nicipalities in time. This means that my DiD approach is dynamic in that I compare establishments in the

lower bound of the actual effect of a faster internet connection on firms’ division of labor. At the same time, using intent to

treat also addresses the potential endogeneity in firms’ decision to adopt new communications technologies.
61I also include a specification with both interaction terms incorporated in a single regression. The specification and corre-

sponding results are shown in Appendix D.
62Figure 19 in Appendix D shows the pre-trend graph for the specialization index. The two figures are very similar qualitatively.
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treated and control groups across many points in time rather than on a single date. Second, alignment of the

backbones was announced in 2010 and followed other infrastructures that had existed long before 2010, mak-

ing it harder for policymakers to align the broadband cables in anticipation of economic changes in certain

areas. Third, the order in which municipalities are connected is approximately geographically determined,

according to their distances to the submarine cable landing points along the coast, as illustrated in Figure 7.

It is thus a priori unlikely that the availability of the new backbones across different municipalities correlates

with the temporal variation in the extents of firms’ division of labor of areas on and off the new backbone

cables in Brazil.

In Appendix D, I perform a comprehensive set of robustness tests. I show that my results are robust

to varying the radius around the backbone network used to define connectivity status; to including only

mono-establishment firms; to only including eventually-treated areas; to excluding municipalities very near

or far from the backbone network from the sample; to excluding terminal locations along the new backbones;

to excluding locations very close to submarine cable landing points; to excluding establishments already

connected to the broadband network before PNBL; to excluding establishments located in rural areas or in

very large cities; to removing firms in export-intensive sectors; and to controlling for location-specific linear

trends in the outcomes. I also show that the p-values of the estimates are similar if I use a nonparametric

permutation test for inferences.

5.4 Results

Table 7 reports the main findings: the estimated effects of new ICT infrastructure on establishment-level

variables. Relative to establishments in the control areas, the new backbone has a significantly positive

effect on division of labor. Column (1) shows that establishments receiving fast internet access increase their

number of occupations by 1.3 percentage point relative to other areas, whereas Column (3) shows that the

specialization indices within these establishments increase by a relative value of 0.09.

Columns (2) and (6) show the results for Equation (34). Consistent with model predictions, the impacts

of new ICT infrastructure are significantly greater for establishments located in larger cities. The estimated

heterogeneity is substantial. A 1 percent increase in city size increases the estimated effects of new broadband

connection by 0.8 percentage point and 0.01 when division of labor is measured by the number of occupation

codes and the specialization index, respectively. Next, I move on to the results for Equation (35). As

explained in Section 2.2, I adopt two alternative measures to proxy sector-level complexity, i.e., the number

of intermediate inputs to produce the sector output and the export share of G3 economies. Columns (3),

(4), (7), and (8) illustrate results that are consistent with the model prediction that the impacts of new ICT

infrastructure are greater for establishments that produce in more complex sectors.
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In sum, it appears that firms underwent organizational changes in response to improvements in ICT

infrastructure. Workers become more specialized in areas that are now connected to fast internet, indicating

that there is complementarity between division of labor and better ICT infrastructure in firms’ production

function. Additionally, the increases are higher for more complex firms and for firms in bigger cities, which

are consistent model assumptions that there are complementarities between firms’ division of labor and

complexity, and between firms’ division of labor and city size.

5.5 Alternative interpretation and additional tests

In my theory, improvement in ICT infrastructure increases firms’ division of labor. Since the extent of worker

specialization within firms is not directly observed, I use occupation codes to proxy firms’ division of labor.

I discuss alternative interpretations of the results and describe the tests in place to ensure the validity of the

results.

First, when the new broadband connection is introduced, establishments that adopt the new technology

may need to hire new employees to work on IT-related jobs. If these occupations did not exist within the

establishment before, this would lead to a mechanical increase in the number of occupations without changing

division of labor within the establishment. To address this problem, I remove all IT-related occupations

from the analysis, and re-estimate Equations (33), (34), and (35).63 As shown in Table 7, results are both

qualitatively and quantitatively similar to the baseline results.

Next, faster internet may change the boundary of an establishment. If this happens, the increase in the

number of occupation codes within an establishment would reflect an expansion of its boundary—for example,

addition of a new department or a new product—instead of a greater extent of division of labor. Since I

do not have the data for establishment-level product varieties or outsourcing decisions, I cannot test the

alternative mechanisms directly. However, existing literature shows that modern communication technology

is typically associated with a shrinkage in the establishment’s boundary.64 To the extent that this is true, my

estimate presents a lower bound of the true effect of broadband connectivity on division of labor. I also derive

a test to assess the possibility of changes in the establishment’s boundary. To do so, I remove all occupation

codes belonging to occupation categories that did not exist before the policy and re-estimate Equations (33),

(34), and (35).65 As shown in Table 7, results are again similar to baseline results.

Lastly, while I focus on the impact of the ICT infrastructure on firms’ division of labor in this paper,

63IT-related occupations correspond to CBO codes 212205, 212210, 212215, 212305, 212310, 212315,
212320, 212405, 212410, 212420, 313220, 313305, 313310, 313320, 317205 and 317210. See
http://www.mtecbo.gov.br/cbosite/pages/pesquisas/BuscaPorCodigo.jsf for more details on occupation codes.

64For example, Fort (2017) finds that communication technology lowers coordination costs, leading to more firm outsourcing
or fragmentation.

65An occupation category is defined by the 3-digit CBO code. The assumption for this test is that addition or removal of
occupation categories corresponds to changes in the boundary of an establishment.
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extensive literature has found that technological changes such as fast internet tend to benefit skilled workers

and hurt low skilled workers, i.e., skill-biased technological change.66 In Appendix D, I show that faster

internet connection indeed increases skill intensities within establishments in affected cities. If the codes for

skilled occupations are more finely divided, then the increase in the total number of occupation codes in

response to the new ICT infrastructure may simply reflect a shift towards more skilled occupations within

an establishment. To investigate this, I separate occupation codes into two groups based on skill intensities

of the workers within an occupation.67 As shown in Table 8, the baseline results continue to hold when I

estimate the impact of the ICT infrastructure for high and low skilled occupations separately.

In the empirical exercises, I focus on the total effect of the new broadband connection on firms’ division

of labor, without specifying the channels through which the faster internet can affect worker specialization

within firms. I hypothesize that a likely mechanism is through reduction in communications costs within firms.

To test this hypothesis, I present a supplementary test, which investigates changes in the share of managers

within establishments. Managers play a coordinating role within an organization. Studies of the internal

organization of firms confirm that a reduction in communications costs within a firm would lead to greater

centralization in the management structure—i.e., the share of managers would go down (see, e.g., Bloom

et al., 2014 and McElheran, 2014). In Appendix D, I show that an improvement in internet connectivity

reduces the share of managers within establishments, consistent with a reduction in communications frictions

within firms.

5.6 External validation to the structural estimates

In addition to providing empirical support to the proposed theory, I also use the quasi-experiment to provide

out-of-sample validation to the estimated model. Since the model is estimated without using data after the

implementation of new ICT infrastructure, I can compare the model-based predicted impact to the actual

changes.68

I first compute the reduction in the costs of division of labor, i.e., H(N,L), using the reduced-form

evidence in Section 5.4. The new broadband infrastructure increases division of labor within firms in the

treated areas by 1.27% more than the control areas. I calibrate the magnitude of the reduction in H(N,L) in

treated cities in response to the broadband rollout to match the estimated treatment effect on firms’ division

of labor, yielding a 5.6% reduction in the costs. Using this, I then calculate the average city-level change in

firms’ division of labor based on the predicted distribution of firms and sectors within a city. In the model,

66See Acemoglu and Autor (2011) for a review of the literature on skill-biased technological changes, and Hjort and Poulsen
(2016) for direct evidence that impacts from improvement in ICT infrastructure is skill biased.

67A skilled occupation is one in which the share of high-skilled workers within that occupation is above the median of all
occupation codes. Following conventional literature, I define high-skilled workers as those with some college degree or above.

68While I do not use the quasi-experiment in the structural estimation directly, I rely on it to assess the reliability of the
structural estimates. This is a commonly adopted approach in the literature, see, e.g., Todd and Wolpin (2006).
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cities populated by more high-z and/or high-cs firms would undergo a higher average city-level increase in

firms’ division of labor due to heterogeneity of the treatment across different complexities.

Even though I do not use post-program data in my estimation, the correlation between the average change

in firms’ division of labor within different cities predicted by the model and those in the data is high, at

0.69.69 Looking at Figure 21, one can see that the model accurately predicts that areas undergoing the

highest increase are concentrated in the South, and that the increases tend to be smaller in the northern

parts of the country.

5.7 Productivity impacts of the new ICT infrastructure

In my judgment, the results above, together with the two non-targeted moments in Section 4.3, provide

enough confidence in the model to use it to perform policy evaluations. In particular, I use the estimated

model to evaluate the impacts of the new broadband infrastructure on productivity and other outcomes. I

first estimate the short-term impacts of the new infrastructure by shutting down reallocation of firms and

workers across cities. I next allow firms and workers to move freely across cities to estimate the long-term

impacts.

Short-term impacts

In the model, an exogenous reduction in coordination costs would bring about general equilibrium effects,

including the relocation of firms across cities and adjustment in city size when workers migrate internally in

response to changes in local labor market demand. Most of these variables require a longer time horizon to

be realized. Since my theory is static, the predictions can be seen as long-run general equilibrium effects.In

Appendix D, I investigate the impact of the new broadband infrastructure on the relocation of establish-

ments and city size. In summary, an improved internet connection has no significant effect the migration of

establishments or workers, within the observed period.70 Since I find no significant migration of workers and

firms in response to the new ICT infrastructure, I shut down firm sorting in this analysis to estimate the

short-term productivity impact.

I find that, in the short-term, the average productivity in treated areas increase by 3.94 percentage points

more than other areas. The productivity impact is generated through two channels: the direct impact of

improved ICT infrastructure on productivity, and additional productivity increase due to firms’ endogenous

adjustment in the optimal division of labor. Using the estimated model, I shut down the second channel

by fixing firms’ division of labor at the level before the program. In doing so, the change in productivity

69The benchmark correlation is 0.28, which is obtained by assuming a uniform distribution of firms and sectors across all
cities.

70I only observe at most two years after the program, as the most recent RAIS data I have access to is for Yr 2014.
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reduces to 3.2% (or a 19% reduction), showing again that division of labor has substantial impact on firms’

productivity.

Long-term impacts

Lastly, I use the estimated model to simulate the long-run general-equilibrium effects of improved ICT

infrastructure by allowing firms and workers to move across space.71 I first estimate the local impacts using

the following OLS regression:

△t log ym = α+ βBackbonem + εm (36)

where △t log ym is the log change in the outcomes of interest y in city m before and after the treatment,

and Backbonem is an indicator function taking the value of 1 if city m is connected to the new backbone

and 0 otherwise. The variables I consider here are the number of establishments, city size, and average

local productivity. Results from this specification are in Columns 1 to 3 in Table 32 in Appendix C. In

locations receiving the new infrastructure, the model predicts that the number of establishment grows by 7.7

percentage points relative to other locations. Correspondingly, the treated cities also experience a relative

increase in the population of 7.8 percentage points.

The new infrastructure also affects the average local productivity. The model predicts that relative to

the control areas, the targeted cities would experience an increase in productivity by 9.98 percentage points.

The productivity impact is higher than the short-term local impact of 3.94 percentage points because the

long-run effects consist of both the effect of ICT infrastructure improvement, as well as productivity increase

due to additional agglomeration externalities as firms and workers move into the targeted areas.72

In addition to evaluating the local impacts of PNBL, the calibrated model also allows me to compute

the policy’s long-term aggregate effects. As explained in Section 5, one of the key policy objectives of the

program is to reduce spatial disparities. The literature (see, e.g., Kline and Moretti, 2014) points out that this

kind of spatially targeted policies may shift economic activities from one location to another. The aggregate

impacts on productivity and welfare are therefore ambiguous. Using my estimates, I examine how the new

infrastructure affects overall distribution of economic activities.

I compute the aggregate TFP and welfare effects of the policy, holding constant the treated areas.73 The

simulation shows that the expansion of broadband infrastructure has positive and small long-run effects on

71See Appendix D for implementation details.
72These results are the same order of magnitude as the estimates by Hjort and Poulsen (2016), who find that access to

broadband internet increases firm productivity by 15.7 percentage points in African countries. It is also intuitive that my
estimates are lower, due to the model restriction that fast internet can only affect productivity by lowering the costs of division
of labor, and ignores other potential productivity effects of the fast internet.

73Aggregate TFP is constructed using the average sector-level productivity, TFP =
∏S

s=1
TFP

ξs
s , where TFPs =

means(ψjs). Welfare is measured by the worker’s real income, which is constant across space. It is defined by Ū = w

P ηp
1−η

H

,

where P is the aggregate price index, and pH is the price of housing.
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productivity and welfare. The PNBL increases the aggregate TFP by a mere 0.39 percentage point, and the

aggregate welfare by 0.38 percentage point. Positive impacts to treated areas are largely offset by negative

effects on other places, which is consistent with the qualitative results of Kline and Moretti (2014).

I last study the impact of the policy on the dispersion of spatial outcomes, by computing the Gini

coefficients for the distributions of GDP per capita and city size in the economy. Despite low aggregate

productivity and welfare effects, the policy achieves some success at reducing regional inequalities. Using the

estimated model, I find that the expansion of broadband backbones reduces Gini indices by 0.7% and 1.4%

for GDP per capita and city size, respectively.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, I show that division of labor is an important contributing factor for the productivity advantage

in larger cities. Using the unique data that measures division of labor at the firm level, I document a new

empirical fact that firms adopt greater division of labor in larger cities. To explain this, I build a parsimonious

model embedding firms’ choices of the optimal division of labor into a spatial equilibrium framework, and

propose mechanisms that generate the positive correlation between firms’ division of labor and city size in

equilibrium. Firms’ optimal choices of division of labor drive sorting of firms across cities. This spatial

sorting shapes the spatial distributions of division of labor and productivity jointly. The structure of the

model, combined with the detailed observables in the data, allows me to estimate the contribution of division

of labor to productivity advantage in larger cities, and to separately identify the relative contributions of the

different channels proposed in the model. Finally, through a quasi-experiment, I provide causal empirical

evidence that supports a set of auxiliary theoretical predictions and validates the structural estimates.

This project is a step toward further unpacking the black box of agglomeration externalities. Identifying

the source of agglomeration externalities is important not only for our understanding of the regional produc-

tivity differences, but also matters for understanding aggregate productivity, which depends on the spatial

distribution of firms and workers. The evidence on both the relationship between firms’ division of labor

and city size, and the underlying mechanisms driving this relationship has direct policy implications. In

the quasi-experiment, the ICT infrastructure that improves coordination efficiencies within the firm may be

an effective way of increasing labor productivity by enabling workers to be more specialized. Future works

should evaluate the impact of other policy interventions related to reducing coordination costs, matching

frictions, or learning and training costs associated with worker specialization.
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Figures and Tables

Figure 1: Illustration of Adam Smith’s pin factories

By Denis Diderot, L’Encyclopédie (1760s). Source: http://furetière.eu/index.php. The top panel illustrates a pin factory with a lower

extent of division of labor, with 8 workers performing 6 distinct tasks. The bottom panel illustrates a pin factory with a greater extent

of division of labor, with 10 workers performing 8 distinct tasks.

(a) Optimal division of labor
(b) Optimal city size

Figure 2: Illustration of optimal firm decisions
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Figure 3: Change in N in response to an exogenous shock to city infrastructure

In the figure, MB1 and MB2 illustrate the marginal benefits of division of labor for two firms. Given the complementarity assumption

on A(N, z, cs), The MB2 curve shows the marginal benefit for a higher-z firm. The equilibrium optimal of division of labor is obtained

by the intersection of the marginal benefit and marginal cost curves, denoted by point N1* and N2*, respectively. In response to an

exogenous improvement in city infrastructure, both firms increase their division of labor. However, the increase is larger for the high-z

firm due to the complementarity between complexity and division of labor. Given the symmetry between sector-level complexity cs and

firm-specific complexity z, the same arguments apply for two firms that belong to different sectors, i.e., the firm with higher cs would

increase its division of labor more.

Figure 4: Elasticity of mean division of labor and labor payment to city size

Elasticity is generated by first running the regression: log mean N(Lj) = αs+βs logLj+ǫj (resp. log mean labor payment(Lj)),

sector-by-sector at the CNAE2.0 4-digit level.
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Figure 5: Distribution of firms across cities

Figure 6: Broadband backbone and population density in 2010
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Figure 7: New broadband backbones implemented as part of PNBL: 2012-2014
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Figure 8: Log number of occs in treated versus control groups in Brazil

Dotted lines represent the 95% confidence bands.
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Dependent variable Log no of occupations within an establishment

All tradable Export intensive Mono-estb firms Homogeneous

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Log (city size) .0501*** .0214*** .0219*** .0195*** .0173***
(.0032) (.0038) (.0037) (.0029) (.0082)

Controls No Yes Yes Yes Yes

Obs 304503 304503 115449 284592 34058
R-sq .13 .842 .836 .853 .821

Standard errors clustered by city in parentheses. Significance levels: * 10%, ** 5%, ***1%. All regressions include state
and sector FEs. Establishment-level controls are establishment size and skill intensity within the firm. City-level controls
are share of high-skilled workers, average wage, sector diversity, and the size of local sectoral employment. Occupations are
measured by 6-digit Brazilian CBO codes. Sectors are measured by 5-digit Brazilian CNAE codes. Homogeneous sectors
include corrugated and solid fiber boxes, white pan bread, carbon black, roasted coffee beans, ready-mixed concrete, oak
flooring, motor gasoline, block ice, processed ice, hardwood plywood, and raw cane sugar (Foster, Haltiwanger and
Syverson, 2008).

Table 1: Correlation of establishment’s division of labor and city size

Dependent variable Log no. of occupations

No. of intermediate inputs G3 export share
All tradable Mono-estb firms All tradable Mono-estb firms

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Log (complexity) .0423*** .0363*** .0372*** 5.481*** .5388*** .632***

(.0145) (.0043) (.0043) (.5432) (.1756) (.1376)

Controls No Yes Yes No Yes Yes

Obs 304503 304503 284592 304503 304503 284592
R-sq .035 .787 .79 .039 .787 .79

Standard errors clustered by sector in parentheses. Significance levels: * 10%, ** 5%, ***1%. All regressions include a city
FE and a 2-digit industry FE. Occupations are measured by 6-digit Brazilian CBO codes. Sectors are defined at 4-digit
Brazilian CNAE codes.

Table 2: Correlation of establishment’s division of labor and sector complexity
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Dep var: Share of establishments in large cities

Intermediate inputs G3 exp share

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Log(Complexity) .151*** .149*** .127*** .143*** .142*** .129***
(.0258) (.0258) (.0262) (.009) (.009) (.011)

No of Firms No Yes Yes No Yes Yes
Skill Intensity No No Yes No No Yes

Obs 269 269 269 269 269 269
R-sq .15 .155 .215 .091 .102 .143

Robust standard errors in parentheses. Significance levels: * 10%, ** 5%, ***1%. Sectors are defined at 4-digit level using
Brazillian CNAE system. All regressions include a sector fixed effect, defined at 2-digit CNAE level.

Table 3: Variation in the share of firms in big cities across sectors
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Sector Log wage bill Log employment Log no of occs N
mean p25 p75 mean p25 p75 mean p25 p75

Agriculture, and mining 10.94 9.94 11.7 2.05 1.39 2.71 1.42 .69 2.08 9239
Manufacture of food products, beverages and tobacco products 11 9.95 11.71 2.37 1.61 3 1.54 1.1 2.08 39831
Manufacture of textiles 11.15 10.06 11.95 2.4 1.61 3.14 1.55 .69 2.08 9742
Manufacture of wearing apparel 10.75 9.91 11.37 2.18 1.39 2.83 1.33 .69 1.79 46098
Manufacture of leather goods and footwear, leather tanning 11.15 10.11 11.96 2.52 1.61 3.3 1.54 1.1 2.08 11229
Manufacture and products of wood, except furniture 10.81 9.99 11.43 2.13 1.39 2.71 1.37 .69 1.95 14044
Manufacture of pulp, paper and paper products 11.45 10.36 12.28 2.58 1.61 3.37 1.78 1.1 2.4 4524
Publishing, printing and reproduction of recorded media 10.65 9.82 11.23 1.77 1.1 2.3 1.34 .69 1.79 11305
Manufacture of chemicals and chemical products 11.61 10.41 12.59 2.49 1.61 3.3 1.83 1.1 2.48 10017
Manufacture of pharmaceutical products 12.18 10.68 13.56 2.88 1.79 3.99 2.08 1.39 2.94 912
Manufacture of rubber and plastic products 11.5 10.44 12.34 2.58 1.79 3.37 1.73 1.1 2.3 15609
Manufacture of glass, ceramic, brick and cement products 10.95 10.08 11.62 2.28 1.61 2.89 1.42 .69 1.95 27008
Manufacture of basic metals 11.6 10.49 12.51 2.5 1.61 3.33 1.81 1.1 2.48 4523
Manufacture of fabricated metal products, except machinery 10.99 10.01 11.76 2.04 1.39 2.71 1.4 .69 1.95 34950
Manufacture of computer and electronic products 11.67 10.5 12.63 2.47 1.61 3.37 1.82 1.1 2.56 3751
Manufacture of electrical machines 11.68 10.58 12.59 2.58 1.61 3.4 1.86 1.1 2.48 4878
Manufacture of other equipments and machines 11.58 10.5 12.44 2.34 1.39 3.09 1.81 1.1 2.48 15287
Manufacture of automotive vehicles 11.6 10.36 12.51 2.54 1.61 3.3 1.81 1.1 2.48 6207
Manufacture of other transport equipment 11.66 10.43 12.6 2.57 1.61 3.4 1.86 1.1 2.48 1169
Manufacture of furniture 10.83 9.91 11.51 2.06 1.39 2.71 1.32 .69 1.95 18288
Manufacture of miscellaneous products, other mfg activities 10.89 9.92 11.62 2.1 1.39 2.71 1.39 .69 1.95 9801

Table 4: Summary statistics across sectors
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Sector α̂ ĉ θ̂ ν̂z ν̂L

Agriculture, and mining 0.133 0.000 0.000 0.458 0.834
(0.041) (0.479) (0.117) (0.422) (0.743)

Manufacture of food products, beverages and tobacco products 0.167 0.296 0.8177 0.268 0.109
(0.009) (0.020) (0.258) (0.022) (0.012)

Manufacture of textiles 0.023 0.355 0.320 0.375 0.546
(0.008) (0.131) (0.426) (0.029) (0.509)

Manufacture of wearing apparel 0.063 0.208 0.412 0.744 0.426
(0.012) (0.159) (0.247) (0.282) (0.155)

Manufacture of leather goods and footwear, leather tanning 0.047 0.118 0.316 0.399 0.298
(0.042) (0.141) (0.216) (0.138) (0.233)

Manufacture and products of wood, except furniture 0.001 0.058 0.716 0.540 0.430
(0.002) (0.053) (0.460) (0.411) (0.364)

Manufacture of pulp, paper and paper products 0.010 0.036 0.248 0.272 0.452
(0.004) (0.100) (0.364) (0.648) (0.390)

Publishing, printing and reproduction of recorded media 0.048 0.371 0.584 0.607 0.762
(0.042) (0.323) (0.349) (0.408) (0.381)

Manufacture of chemicals and chemical products 0.015 0.401 0.772 0.475 0.113
(0.019) (0.400) (0.718) (0.589) (0.007)

Manufacture of pharmaceutical products 0.146 0.565 0.234 0.977 0.647
(0.865) (0.570) (0.268) (0.986) (0.717)

Manufacture of rubber and plastic products 0.034 0.423 0.130 0.813 0.224
(0.003) (0.232) (0.089) (0.494) (0.026)

Manufacture of glass, ceramic, brick and cement products 0.046 0.189 0.078 0.233 0.157
(0.015) (0.011) (0.011) (0.156) (0.012)

Manufacture of basic metals 0.014 0.159 0.264 0.300 0.303
(0.011) (0.032) (0.204) (0.254) (0.450)

Manufacture of fabricated metal products, except machinery 0.094 0.340 0.532 0.399 0.707
(0.029) (0.051) (0.128) (0.081) (0.152)

Manufacture of computer and electronic products 0.073 0.612 0.252 0.637 0.401
(0.068) (0.900) (0.394) (0.523) (0.521)

Manufacture of electrical machines 0.090 0.509 0.178 0.401 0.125
(0.112) (0.198) (0.275) (0.535) (0.232)

Manufacture of other equipments and machines 0.067 0.453 0.119 0.239 0.400
(0.036) (0.280) (0.094) (0.165) (0.115)

Manufacture of automotive vehicles 0.002 0.601 0.724 0.275 0.139
(0.004) (0.734) (0.411) (0.114) (0.278)

Manufacture of other transport equipment 0.020 0.591 0.278 0.647 0.481
(0.056) (1.207) (1.086) (1.649) (0.913)

Manufacture of furniture 0.017 0.441 0.628 0.827 0.538
(0.008) (0.042) (0.328) (0.462) (0.047)

Manufacture of miscellaneous products, other mfg activities 0.036 0.542 0.798 0.836 0.986
(0.020) (0.645) (0.141) (0.274) (0.173)

α is the log-linear standard agglomeration coefficient; c is the log-supermodulary coefficient on the complementarity between
complexity and the division of labor; θ is the log-supermodulary coefficient on the complementarity between the division of labor
and city size; νz is the variance of firm complexity draws; νL is the variance of firm-city size specific shocks.

Table 5: Estimated parameters
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Treatment Control All

Log (no of occupations) 1.41 1.16 1.33
(.86) (.85) (.85)

Specialization index .428 .379 .412
(.264) (.272) (.268)

Share of managers .105 .089 .100
(.147) (.140) (.145)

Log (estab size) 2.64 2.32 2.53
(1.32) (1.28) (1.30)

Log (city size) 5.52 4.52 5.18
(1.76) (1.05) (1.79)

Total .70 .30 1.00

Data source: RAIS 2010. Establishments are considered treated if distance to the nearest broadband backbone is less than 250
km. Standard deviations are shown in parentheses.

Table 6: Establishment-level characteristics before the treatment
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Dependent variable Log (No of occs) Specialization index

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
Interm. inputs G3 exp share Interm. inputs G3 exp share

Baseline results

Backbonejt .0127*** .0015 .0015 .0074** .0855*** .0116 .0728*** .0805***
(.0028) (.003) (.0038) (.0032) (.017) (.0085) (.014) (.016)

Backbonejt × logLct0 .0077*** .0141***
(.0008) (.0033)

Backbonejt × log cst0 .0139*** .004*** .0156*** .0064***
(.0031) (.0012) (.0044) (.0013)

Mean of outcome 1.45 1.45 1.45 1.45 .43 .43 .43 .43
Obs 777096 777096 777096 777096 777096 777096 777096 777096
R-sq .853 .853 .853 .854 .717 .718 .717 .717

Excluding IT-related occupations

Backbonejt .0124*** .0020 .0019 .007* .086*** .011 .0734*** .0819***
(.0031) (.0021) (.0019) (.0042) (.0073) (.0079) (.0241) (.0136)

Backbonejt × logLct0 .0067*** .0126***
(.0018) (.0035)

Backbonejt × log cst0 .0123*** .0027* .016*** .0038**
(.0023) (.0016) (.0047) (.0015)

Mean of outcome 1.42 1.42 1.42 1.42 .42 .42 .42 .42
Obs 721629 721629 721629 721629 721629 721629 721629 721629
R-sq .851 .850 .850 .850 .714 .713 .713 .715

Dropping occupation categories did not exist before

Backbonejt .0124*** .001 .031 .008* .076*** .012 .0743*** .0808***
(.0037) (.0021) (.0029) (.0032) (.0063) (.01) (.0142) (.013)

Backbonejt × logLct0 .0068*** .0126***
(.0018) (.0035)

Backbonejt × log cst0 .0132*** .003** .0143*** .0058***
(.0053) (.0015) (.0057) (.0015)

Mean of outcome 1.42 1.42 1.42 1.42 .42 .42 .42 .42
Obs 777096 777096 777096 777096 777096 777096 777096 777096
R-sq .851 .850 .850 .851 .715 .715 .714 .715

Robust standard errors clustered by municipality in parentheses. Significance levels: * 10%, ** 5%, ***1%. All regressions
include a constant term, establishment and year FEs.

Table 7: Impacts of fast internet on division of labor within establishments
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Dependent variable Log (No of occs) Specialization index

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
Interm. inputs G3 exp share Interm. inputs G3 exp share

Low-skill occupations

Backbonejt .0931*** .0069** .003 .0016 .063*** .00536 .0621*** .0641***
(.0027) (.0029) (.0035) (.0031) (.0109) (.0077) (.0114) (.0106)

Backbonejt × logLct0 .0078*** .0117***
(.0007) (.0023)

Backbonejt × log cst0 .0075*** .0033*** .01*** .0025***
(.0028) (.0012) (.0022) (.0009)

Mean of outcome 1.12 1.12 1.12 1.12 .56 .56 .56 .56
Obs 777096 777096 777096 777096 777096 777096 777096 777096
R-sq .835 .835 .835 .835 .618 .618 .618 .618

High-skill occupations

Backbonejt .0131*** .0012 .0027 .0077** .0905*** .0052 .0581*** .0478***
(.0036) (.0038) (.0049) (.0039) (.0116) (.0095) (.0164) (.0125)

Backbonejt × logLct0 .0093*** .02***
(.0009) (.003)

Backbonejt × log cst0 .0193*** .0042*** .0198*** .0087***
(.0037) (.0012) (.0064) (.0012)

Mean of outcome .88 .88 .88 .88 .44 .44 .44 .44
Obs 469224 469224 469224 469224 469224 469224 469224 469224
R-sq .818 .818 .818 .819 .68 .68 .68 .681

Robust standard errors clustered by municipality in parentheses. Significance levels: * 10%, ** 5%, ***1%. All regressions
include a constant term, establishment and year FEs.

Table 8: Impacts of fast internet on division of labor within establishments: separating high and low-skill occupations
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A Data and stylized facts

A.1 Construction of measures for division of labor

In the data exercise, I measure division of labor by the heterogeneity of occupations that are involved in

the actual production within an establishment. The baseline definition for division is labor is the number of

non-managerial/supervisory occupations codes within an establishment. As an alternative definition, I also

consider a normalized measure of the diversity of the occupation codes.

I construct the two measures by first removing occupation codes that are related to managerial or super-

visory functions within an establishment.74 My goal is to identify, out of the 2,544 6-digit CBO codes, the

ones that most likely involve managerial or supervisory tasks, from the occupation descriptions.75 To imple-

ment this in a principled manner, I leverage the Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) method (Blei, Ng and

Jordan, 2003), a widely-used topic modeling technique in machine learning, to infer a collection of “topics” or

“themes” from the occupation descriptions. Using LDA, I first learn a list of “topics” across all code descrip-

tions, where each “topic” can be represented with a collection of keywords. Next, I identify all “topics” that

contain words that are derivatives of “manage” and “supervise”. Finally, with each occupation code along

with its description associated with as a mixture of underlying “topics”, I remove all occupation codes that

have a more than 50% distribution of identified “topics” related to “manage” and “supervise”.76 This leaves,

in total, 1821 occupation codes in the dataset across all establishments.77 For simplicity of exposition, I drop

the adjectives and refer to these non-managerial/supervisory occupations as occupations henceforth.

For the alternative measure, I account for the difference in distribution of workers across occupations.

To do so, I construct a “specialization index”, which is defined as one minus the Herfindahl index across

occupations within an establishment. Formally, let o represent an occupation at the 6-digit CBO level, the

specialization index for establishment j with the set of occupation codes O is calculated as:

Nj = 1 −
O
∑

o=1

(

lj(o)

lj

)2

,

where lj(o) and lj denote the number of workers employed in occupation o and the total number of workers in

establishment j, respectively. Large values of Nj indicate higher degree of division of labor and small values

of Nj indicate lower degree of division of labor.

74The purpose of this step is to identify occupations that are directly involved in the production process, so that the empirical
measure is more consistent with the theory.

75The complete CBO 6-digit codes and the corresponding descriptions can be downloaded from the Brazilian Ministry of
Labor website: http://www.mtecbo.gov.br/cbosite/pages/pesquisas/BuscaPorCodigo.jsf.

76See Figure 9 for an illustration of the procedure.
77As a robustness check, I follow Caliendo, Monte and Rossi-Hansberg (2015) and separate the employees within an establish-

ment into four vertical hierarchical layers, based on their level of authority. I then remove all occupations codes at the top three
layers (which correspond to firm owners, senior management and supervisors, respectively), and only consider the occupation
codes at the bottom layer. All results are robust to this alternative construction.
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Stage 1: Preprocessing / Translation

Stage 2: Inference of Topic Distribution by LDA

CBO codes

…

7113-05

8311-15

9501-10

...

Occupation descriptions

… manage teams, goals and results

of maintenance of electronic, and 

industrial buildings … elaborate 

plans and control processes for ...

Occupation 
descriptions

… 

…

… 

Topic distribution
(for each occupation)

to
pic

 1

to
pic

 2

to
pic

 3

to
pic

 4

Word distribution
(for each topic)

Topic 1

 command 0.3

 plan 0.09

 manage 0.06

 ...

Topic 4

 record 0.2

 assemble 0.1

 install 0.05

 ...

…

Figure 9: Removing managerial / supervisory occupations using the LDA technique

A.2 Additional results for stylized facts

Using the baseline measure of the number of occupations within an establishment, there may exist a mechan-

ical relationship between division of labor and the size of the establishment, as larger establishments tend

to have more occupations. To address this concern, I consider the alternative definition, i.e., the specializa-

tion index.78 Using the measure that is not directly related to the establishment size, the results remain

qualitatively similar to the baseline results, for both correlation analyses.

Next, I consider the possibility that establishments in larger cities are better at recording their employee’s

occupations accurately. To address this concern, I study the number of occupations within establishments

at the 4-digit level. As shown in Tables 11 and 12, though lower in the values of the estimates, the positive

correlations remain strong.

Lastly, I divide establishments into deciles and study the correlation between firms’ division of labor and

city size across different groups. This would partially address the problem of not observing informal workers

within establishments. Based on ECINF (the Urban Informal Economy Survey), the share of informal workers

is negatively correlated with firm size. As shown in Table 13, the correlation remains positive for all deciles,

suggesting that the result is unlikely driven by differences in informal employment across space. Furthermore,

the elasticity between division of labor and city size tends to be greater for larger firms, indicating that the

interaction between firms’ division of labor and city size may be stronger for larger firms. This pattern is

consistent with the theoretical results.

78Recall it is defined as one minus the Herfindahl index across occupations in an establishment.
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Dependent variable Specialization index

All tradable Export intensive Mono-estb firms Homogeneous

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Log (city size) .02*** .0106*** .0106*** .0097*** .0103*
(.0008) (.0021) (.002) (.0016) (.0061)

Controls No Yes Yes Yes Yes

Obs 304503 304503 115449 284592 34058
R-sq .095 .537 .539 .526 .504

Standard errors clustered by city in parentheses. Significance levels: * 10%, ** 5%, ***1%. All regressions include state
and sector FEs. Establishment-level controls are establishment size and skill intensity within the firm. City-level controls
are share of high-skilled workers, average wage, sector diversity, and the size of local sectoral employment. Occupations are
measured by 6-digit Brazilian CBO codes. Sectors are measured by 5-digit Brazilian CNAE codes.Homogeneous sectors
include corrugated and solid fiber boxes, white pan bread, carbon black, roasted coffee beans, ready-mixed concrete, oak
flooring, motor gasoline, block ice, processed ice, hardwood plywood, and raw cane sugar (Foster, Haltiwanger and
Syverson, 2008).

Table 9: Correlation of the establishment’s normalized division of labor and city size

Dependent variable Log no. of occupations

No. of intermediate inputs G3 export share
All tradable Mono-estb firms All tradable Mono-estb firms

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Log (complexity) .0388*** .0386*** .0382*** 2.162*** .311*** .2207***

(.0046) (.0022) (.0022) (.1996) (.0678) (.0634)

Controls No Yes Yes No Yes Yes

Obs 304503 304503 284592 304503 304503 284592
R-sq .044 .555 .561 .046 .553 .558

Standard errors clustered by city in parentheses. Significance levels: * 10%, ** 5%, ***1%. All regressions include a city
FE. Occupations are measured by 6-digit Brazilian CBO codes. Sectors are defined at 4-digit Brazilian CNAE codes.

Table 10: Correlation of the establishment’s normalized division of labor and complexity

Dependent variable Log no of occupations within an establishment

All tradable Export intensive Mono-estb firms Homogeneous

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Log (city size) .0479*** .0197*** .0204*** .0188*** .0132**
(.0032) (.0034) (.0034) (.0028) (.0066)

Controls No Yes Yes Yes Yes

Obs 304503 304503 115449 284592 34058
R-sq .132 .832 .825 .845 .807

Standard errors clustered by city in parentheses. Significance levels: * 10%, ** 5%, ***1%. All regressions include state
and sector FEs. Establishment-level controls are establishment size and skill intensity within the firm. City-level controls
are share of high-skilled workers, average wage, sector diversity, and the size of local sectoral employment. Occupations are
measured by 6-digit Brazilian CBO codes. Sectors are measured by 5-digit Brazilian CNAE codes. Homogeneous sectors
include corrugated and solid fiber boxes, white pan bread, carbon black, roasted coffee beans, ready-mixed concrete, oak
flooring, motor gasoline, block ice, processed ice, hardwood plywood, and raw cane sugar (Foster, Haltiwanger and
Syverson, 2008).

Table 11: Correlation of the establishment’s division of labor (measured at 4-digit level) and city size
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Dependent variable Log no. of occupations

No. of intermediate inputs G3 export share
All tradable Mono-estb firms All tradable Mono-estb firms

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Log (complexity) .1065*** .1108*** .1105*** 9.056*** 1.488*** 1.713***

(.0181) (.0041) (.0042) (.807) (.16) (.1612)

Controls No Yes Yes No Yes Yes

Obs 304503 304503 284592 304503 304503 284592
R-sq .046 .847 .841 .053 .845 .839

Standard errors clustered by city in parentheses. Significance levels: * 10%, ** 5%, ***1%. All regressions include a city
FE. Occupations are measured by 6-digit Brazilian CBO codes. Sectors are defined at 4-digit Brazilian CNAE codes.

Table 12: Correlation of the establishment’s division of labor (measured at 4-digit level) and complexity

Dependent variable: Log no of occupations within an establishment

1st decile .0005*** 6th decile .0324***
(.0001) (.0026)

2nd decile .0045*** 7th decile .0366***
(.001) (.0033)

3rd decile .0145*** 8th decile .0472***
(.0014) (.0039)

4th decile .0186*** 9th decile .0502***
(.0018) (.0046)

5th decile .0253*** 10th decile .045***
(.0022) (.004)

Standard errors clustered by city in parentheses. Significance levels: * 10%, ** 5%, ***1%. All regressions include state
and sector FEs, and city-level controls including share of high-skilled workers, average wage, sector diversity, and scale of
the sector within cities. Occupations are measured by 6-digit Brazilian CBO codes.

Table 13: Correlation of the establishment’s division of labor and city size, by decile
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B Theory Appendix

B.1 Microfounding the production function

In this section, I follow Costinot (2009) and develop a microfounded production function that generates log-

supermodularities between division of labor N and firms’ complexity draw z, and between division of labor

N and sector-level complexity cs.

Production technology

In sector s, for each firm z, a continuum of complementary tasks t ∈ [0, cs] must be performed to produce 1

unit of the output. cs is an exogenously given parameter, shared by all firms producing in sector s. A higher

value of cs denotes a more complex production technology, as it requires more tasks to be completed before

the output can be produced.

Production follows a Leontief production technology:

Qsz = min
t∈[0,cs]

qs(t, u)du (37)

where qs(t, u) is the output for task t ∈ [0, cs].

There are increasing returns to scale in the performance of each task. Prior to any production, the

worker would need to spend time learning how to perform the tasks assigned to her. The output of worker i

performing task t is given by

Q(i, τ, z) = l(i, τ, z) − f(t, z),

where l(i, t, z) is the time worker i allocates to perform task t, and f(t, z) is the time necessary to learn how

to perform task t. Note that f(t, z) depends on task t and firms’ complexity draw z.

I can normalize the tasks such that all tasks are identical. This implies that the learning cost per worker,

f(t, z), is also constant across all tasks and can thus be denoted by f(z). I further normalize the training

costs such that f(z) = z. The worker-level training cost involved in producing at least 1 unit of output in

firm z is thus equal to
∫ cs

0

z dt = zcs.

Across sectors, the more complex a production process (i.e., higher cs), the more tasks someone must learn.

Within a sector across firms, the more complex a product (i.e., higher z), the longer it takes for someone to

learn any single task.

Optimal contracts

Given the costly training cost, workers who know how to perform a task should perform it as many times

as possible. This implies that all workers specialize in one set of tasks, which I call an “occupation.” Addi-
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tionally, worker productivity depends on the number of tasks included in an occupation. More specifically,

a marginal decrease in the number of tasks included in an occupation increases the time available for actual

production. However, this increase is larger for occupations with more tasks. Since profit maximization

requires that marginal changes in workers’ productivity be equalized across occupations, it also requires that

each occupation include the same number of tasks. Since each occupation consists of cs

N tasks, the training

cost per worker is therefore zcs

N . This leaves each worker i

1 −
zcs
N

units of time available for production. The worker productivity is therefore given by,

A(N, z, cs) ≡
1

cs
−

z

N
. (38)

The result in Equation (38) reflects the key argument of Rosen (1983). Worker productivity is maxi-

mized when N is infinite, and every worker only learns an infinitesimal task. In other words, if there is

no coordination cost, efficiency requires that each skill be used as intensively as possible. Furthermore, it

is straightforward to see that using this production process, A(N, z, cs) meets the conditions specified in

Assumption 1—A(N, z, cs) is increasing in N , and is log-supermodular in (z,N) and (cs, N).

B.2 Microfoundation for the complementarity between N and L

In this part, I present two ways to microfound the complementarity between division of labor N and city size

L. The first one argues that larger cities provide better infrastructure—in particular, ICT infrastructure—

that reduces the costs of greater division of labor. The second focuses on the learning advantage in larger

cities. It is relatively cheaper for firms with greater division of labor to train their workers in larger cities.

B.2.1 Local infrastructure provision

I first focus on the ability for larger cities to provide better public infrastructure. This is one of the most

classic agglomeration externalities that justify the existence of cities (see Duranton and Puga, 2004, and

Fujita and Thisse, 2013 for a review). Following Henderson (1974), I assume there is a class of local land

developers. Land developers fully tax local landowners. They, in turn, invest the tax revenue in local

infrastructure to attract firms. Land developers also play a coordination role, setting up cities on potential

sites where they find profitable to do so, by announcing a city size L and a level of infrastructure investment,

I. Their revenues correspond to the profits made in the housing sector, i.e. πH(L) = (1 − η)Lw(L). Due to

competition and free entry, land developers that invest less than πH(L) will not attract any firm to the city;

whereas developers that invest more to attract firms will make negative profits. Therefore, in equilibrium,
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the optimal level of investment in L is

I(L) ≡ (1 − η)Lw(L) = ((1 − η)L)
1
η w̄, (39)

where I(·) denotes the optimal level of investment. Using Equation (39), it can be readily seen that I(·) is

an increasing function of the city size, L.

Note that the result in Equation (39) is stronger than the necessary condition to derive the positive corre-

lation between division of labor and city size, which only requires that the aggregate level of infrastructure be

greater in larger cities. However, under certain conditions, the provision of public infrastructure in Equation

(39) is the socially optimal level.79

Next, I assume that there is complementarity between city infrastructure, I, and firms’ division of labor,

N . Better infrastructure, e.g., ICT infrastructure such as faster internet, improves communication within a

firm, making coordination among specialized workers more efficient. Since I is an increasing function of city

size, L, the log-supermodularity between I and N implies the log-supermodularity between L and N .

B.2.2 Alternative microfoundation for the complementarity between N and L

I present an alternative way to microfound the complementarity between firms’ division of labor N and city

size L. The main idea follows Marshall (1890), who argues that a larger market facilitates learning, perhaps

by providing better technologies or a better environment for knowledge sharing or idea exchange. This allows

workers to pursue a more specialized set of skills that reduce the cost of training.

For simplicity, I discuss the single-sector case here.80 I normalize sector-level complexity cs = 1 for all

firms. To produce any good, all tasks in [0, 1] needs to be completed within a firm. Firms hire workers, whose

productivity depends on their level of human capital.

Human capital of workers has two dimensions, intensive human capital b and extensive human capital

K = 1
N .81 K is a measure of the breadth of a worker’s skills, and b represents the depth of a worker’s skills,

which can be interpreted as the efficiency units supplied by a worker. Following Caliendo and Rossi-Hansberg

(2012), I assume that the cost of acquiring human capital, γw(L), is proportional to the wage in the city,

since learning requires teachers in the schooling sector who earn w(L). Learning thus requires γ units of

a teacher’s time at wage w(L). Since workers are ex ante identical, in equilibrium, the additional pay to

workers over w(L) must equal the learning costs. The total wage that workers receive from the firm is thus

given by:

worker wage = (1 + γ)w(L).

79This is argued in Henry George Theorem (Arnott and Stiglitz, 1979), which claims that public expenditure on non-rival
public infrastructure equals aggregate land rent when the population size of a city is optimal. Alternatively, the same outcome
can be achieved using voting as an alternative decision-making mechanism to determine the location and the level of local public
infrastructure. Given individual mobility within the city and competitive housing land prices, the optimal level of infrastructure
provision I(L) is unanimously selected by consumers through voting if the local government implements a housing tax equivalent
to housing rent. See Fujita and Thisse (2013) for details.

80Results with multiple sectors are very similar to single-sector case, though the derivation is messier and requires an additional
assumption, which I discuss below.

81This assumption states that the more specialized workers are (i.e., larger N), the lower the level of extensive human capital.
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Following conventional literature (see, e.g., Kim, 1989), I assume that the cost of acquiring human capital

is convex in both intensive and extensive human capital. Formally,

γb > 0, γK > 0,

γbb > 0, γKK ≥ 0, γbK > 0.

where the subscripts refer to partial derivatives.82

The cost of knowledge acquisition also depends on the city-wide availability of intensive and extensive

human capital, denoted by b(L) and K(L), respectively.83 Importantly, b(L) is defined by the aggregate

volume of intensive human capital available in city L, and K(L) is defined by the superset of the collection

of extensive knowledge sets for all workers in the city. Formally,

b(L) =

∫

i∈L

b(i) di; K(L) = sup{K(i)}i∈L,

where i denotes a worker living in city L.

To produce any good, all tasks must be completed. Therefore, the set of extensive human capital available,

K(L), is the same everywhere, denoted by K̄. In other words, the marginal cost of pursuing extensive

knowledge is unrelated to city size, i.e., γKL = 0.

On the other hand, the aggregate level of intensive human capital, b(L), is increasing in city size. In

other words, all else equal, larger cities have a comparative advantage in pursuing intensive knowledge,84

γbL < γKL = 0.

With no search friction or information asymmetry in the model, I can combine the choice of human

capital acquisition as part of the firm’s problem, i.e. firms choose both N and b to maximize profits, given

the learning costs γ associated with its choice of (N, b). The firms’ production function is given by

Q = A(N, z, cs)bl, (40)

where A(N, z, cs) denotes worker productivity and b denotes the level of intensive human capital that a

worker hired in z has.

82The first set of assumptions says that the cost of acquiring human capital is an increasing function of the level of both
intensive and extensive human capital. The second set of assumptions says that the marginal costs are also increasing functions.

83The assumption builds on the idea that learning, in general, is more efficient when there is more knowledge available in
the local labor market. See Davis and Dingel (2014) for theoretical discussion and De la Roca and Puga (2017) for empirical
evidence on this assumption.

84The case for multiple sectors is slightly more complicated. In that case, it is possible that larger cities consist of firms
producing in multiple sectors. Hence, K(L) may also vary by city size. However, so long as the elasticity of K(L) with respect
to L is smaller than that of b(L)—which can be proved true under regularity conditions—we still get back the same results.
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The firm’s problem is therefore

max
N,b,L

πs(z, L,N, b) = max
N,b,L

κ

(

A(N, z, cs)b

(1 + γ(N, b, L))w(L)

)σ−1

RPσ−1. (41)

It is straightforward to prove that the profit function is log-supermodular in (N, b, z, L). Using the classic

theorem of monotone comparative statics in Topkis (1978), if the firm chooses b optimally, given (N, z, L),

the resulting profit function would be log-supermodular in (N, z, L), and in (N , L). The intuition is simple.

Given γbK > 0, I have γbN < 0—i.e., the marginal cost of acquiring intensive human capital b for firms with

greater division of labor is lower. Given, γbL < 0, the marginal cost of acquiring intensive knowledge is lower

in larger cities. Combining these two assumptions, when b is optimally chosen, firms with higher N benefit

more from being in larger cites due to the lower learning costs there, leading to the complementarity between

N and L in the profit function. I can, therefore, define the cost function, H, in Equation (6) as

H(N,L, b) ≡
b

1 + γ(N, b, L)
.

When b is optimally chosen, H(N,L) displays log-supermodularity in (N,L).

B.3 Proofs

This section presents the proofs to the propositions and lemmas discussed in the main text. The proof for

Proposition 7 is included in Section B.7.

Lemma 1

Proof. Taking log of Equation (10),

log πs(z, L,N) = constant+ (σs − 1) [logH(N,L) + logA(N, z, cs) − logw(L)]

Taking partial derivatives with respect to its arguments, I get

∂ log πs
∂z

= (σs − 1)
∂ logA

∂z
;

∂ log πs
∂L

= (σs − 1)

[

∂ logH

∂L
−
∂ logw(L)

∂L

]

;

∂ log πs
∂N

= (σs − 1)

[

∂ logH

∂N
+
∂ logA

∂N

]

.

To prove supermodularity, cross-partials of log πs(z, L,N) must be non-negative:

∂2 log πs
∂z∂L

= 0;
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∂2 log πs
∂z∂N

= (σ − 1)
∂2 logA

∂N∂z
> 0.

∂2 log πs
∂N∂L

= (σ − 1)
∂2 logH

∂N∂L
> 0;

The last two inequalities come from Assumptions 1 and 2.

Lemma 2

Proof. Using the result from Lemma 1, applying the implicit function theorem to the first-order condition,
∂ logπs(z,L,N)

∂N = 0, and invoking the second-order condition, ∂
2 logπs(z,L,N)

∂N2 < 0, I get

∂N

∂z
= −

∂2 log πs/∂N∂z

∂2 log πs/∂N2
> 0

∂N

∂L
= −

∂2 log πs/∂N∂L

∂2 log πs/∂N2
> 0

∂N

∂cs
= −

∂2 log πs/∂N∂cs
∂2 log πs/∂N2

> 0

The last result shows that when Ns(L) is optimally chosen, it is also increasing in the sector complexity cs.

Lemma 3

Proof. By Proposition 4.3 of Topkis (1978), I can invoke the property that supermodularity continues to

hold when some arguments of a function are chosen optimally. That is, if πs(z, L,N) is log-supermodular in

(z, L,N), then log πs(z, L) ≡ maxN log πs(z, L,N) is supermodular in (z, L).

Proposition 4

Proof. By Lemma 3, log πs(z, L) is supermodular in (z, L).

It then follows that for all z1 > z2 and L1 > L2 within sector s,

πs(z1, L1)

πs(z1, L2)
>
πs(z2, L1)

πs(z2, L2)
.

In another word, if z2 has higher profits in L1 than in L2, so does z1. Necessarily,

L∗
s(z1) > L∗

s(z2).

Under technical assumptions, L∗
s(z) is a strictly increasing function. Since the set of z is convex and

A(z,N, cs) is such that the profit maximization problem is concave for all firms, the optimal set of city

sizes is itself convex. It follows that L∗
s(z) is invertible. It is also locally differentiable (using the fact that
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A(z,N, cs) is differentiable). The implicit function theorem applies, and I have

dL∗
s(z)

dz
= −

(σs − 1)∂
2 logA
∂z∂N

∂N
∂L

∂2 logπs

∂z2

> 0.

Proposition 5

Proof. Within a sector, Ls(z) is strictly increasing in z (from Proposition 4). Therefore, if Ls(z) = Ls(z
′),

then we know z > z′. For simplicity, I denote Ls(z) and Ls(z
′) by L and L′, respectively.

From Lemma 2, within a sector s, Ns(z, L) is increasing in z and L. I get Ns(z, L
′) > Ns(z

′, L′). And

since L > L′, I get Ns(z) > Ns(z
′). For simplicity, I denote Ns(z) and Ns(z

′) by N and N ′, respectively.

Profit is proportional to A(Ns(z, L), z)H(Ns(z), L). Under the assumption that ∂A(N,z)
∂z > 0, i.e. firm

profit is increasing in z, we have

A(N ′, z) > A(N ′, z′)

=⇒ A(N ′, z)H(N ′, L′) > A(N ′, z′)H(N ′, L′)

=⇒ πs(z,N
′, L′) > πs(z

′, N ′, L′)

where the last inequality comes from the fact that firms face the same wage in the same city.

Finally, πs(z,N,L) > πs(z
′, N ′, L′) as N and L are the profit maximizing choices for z. Therefore, I get

πs(z) > πs(z
′). Since revenue is proportional to profits, I obtain rs(z) > rs(z

′).

Lastly, wage is proportional to size of the city. Hence ws(z) > ws(z
′), if Ls(z) > Ls(z

′).

Proposition 6

Proof. My argument follows the proof of Proposition 7 in Gaubert (2016). The proof covers both the case

of the baseline assumption of the model (continuity and convexity of the support of z and L), and the case

where the set of cities is exogenously given, and in particular discrete.

Denoted by Z : L × C → Z the correspondence that assigns to any L ∈ L and c ∈ C a set of z that

chooses L at equilibrium (i.e. the matching function). Define z̄(L, c) = maxz{z ∈ Z(L, c)} as the maximum

complexity level of a firm that chooses city size L in sector s characterized by cs. To prove the results

Proposition 6, I first prove the following three relevant lemmas.

Lemma 8 log π is supermodular with respect to the triple (z, L, c).

Recall logs π is defined as:

log πs(z, Lc) = logH(N,L) + logA(N, z, cs) + constant
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Taking derivatives and applying the Envelope Theorem, I get,

∂ log π

∂z
=
∂ logA

∂z
;

∂ log π

∂L
=
∂ logH

∂L
;

∂ log π

∂cs
=
∂ logA

∂cs
.

Taking cross-derivatives:

∂2 log π

∂z∂L
=
∂2 logA

∂z∂N

∂N

∂L
> 0

∂2 log π

∂cs∂L
=
∂2 logA

∂cs∂N

∂N

∂L
≥ 0

∂2 log π

∂cs∂z
=
∂2 logA

∂cs∂z
+
∂2 logA

∂z∂N

∂N

∂cs
+
∂2 logµ

∂cs∂z
≥ 0

where the signs of inequalities are directly implied from Lemma 2, Assumption 1 and the assumption that

firm-level complexity benefits firms in more complex sectors more, i.e. ∂2 logA
∂cs∂z

≥ 0. Lemma 8 follows directly.

Note that this result does not reply on an assumption on the convexity of L. Checking the cross partials

is sufficient to prove the supermodularity even if L is taken from a discrete set, as π can be extended

straightforwardly to a convex domain, i.e. the convex hull of L.

Lemma 9 log π(z, cs) is supermodular in z and cs.

The lemma can be obtained directly from the supermodularity of log π with respect to (z, L, cs) and L is

optimal city size that a firm z in sector s characterized by cs chooses.

Lemma 10 z̄(L, cs) is increasing in cs.

The lemma can be obtained directly from the supermodularity of log π with respect to (z, L, cs).

Using a classical theorem in monotone comparative statics, if log π(z, L, cs) is supermodular in (z, L, cs),

as proven in Lemma 8, and L∗(z, cs) = maxL log π(z, L, cs), then for all cH > cL,

(cH , cH) ≥ (cL, cL) =⇒ L∗(zH , cH) ≥ L∗(zL, cL)85

Define

F̃ (L, cs) = Pr(Firm from sector s is in a city of size smaller than L)

= F (z̄(L, cs))

where F (·) is the distribution of z of the firms in the sector. For any z ∈ Z,

L∗(z, cH) ≥ L∗(z, cL)

85Note that everywhere, the sign ≥ denotes the lattice order on R
2.
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In particular, fix a given L,

L∗(z̄(L, cL), cH) ≥ L∗(z̄(L, cL), cL) = L.

Because L∗(z, cH) is increasing in z, it follows that

z ∈ Z(L, cH) =⇒ z ≤ z̄(L, cL) =⇒ z̄(L, cH) ≤ z̄(L, cL).

I thus have

F (z̄(L, cH)) ≤ F (z̄(L, cL))

and that F (L, c) is increasing in c. This directly implies the first-order stochastic dominance of the geographic

distribution of a high c sector versus that of a low c sector.

B.4 Instability of a homogeneous equilibrium

Proposition 11 If agglomeration benefits are sufficiently strong relative to congestion costs, a homogeneous

equilibrium cannot coexist in a locally stable equilibrium

Proof. In a homogeneous equilibrium, all cities have the same size L and a symmetric distribution of firm

types. Consider two cities, L1 = L2. Without loss of generality, consider perturbations of size ǫ > 0 moving

workers from city 1 to city 2. Since πs(z, L) is log-supermodular, the highest-z firms in city 1 have the most

gain from a move and it is sufficient to consider perturbations of size ǫ in which all firms in the range [z(ǫ),∞]

move from city 1 to city 2. Since an interval of the highest-complexity firms, accompanied by the appropriate

mass of workers in accordance to the firms’ labor demand, moves from city 1 to city 2, L′
2 > L′

1, with

L′
2 = L2 + ǫ and L′

1 = L1 − ǫ. The homogeneous equilibrium is only stable with respect to this perturbation

only if

log πs(z(ǫ), L2) − log πs(z(ǫ), L1) ≤ 0

=⇒ [logAs(Ns(z(ǫ), L2), z(ǫ)) + logH(Ns(z(ǫ), L2), L2)] −

[logAs(Ns(z(ǫ), L1), z(ǫ)) + logH(Ns(z(ǫ), L1), L1)]

≤
1 − η

η
L2 −

1 − η

η
L1

This inequality is violated whenever z and the complementarity between N and z or between N and L is

sufficiently high relative to η.

B.5 Properties of the heterogeneous equilibrium

In heterogeneous equilibria, Equation (19) characterizes the set of city sizes that necessarily exists in spatial

equilibrium, i.e. no firms or workers would be better off by deviating from the optimal choices of city sizes.

While the optimal city sizes are determined by the matching function, the density of different city sizes is
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obtained through the local labor market conditions, i.e. population living in a city of size L must equate to

the total labor requirements from all firms that choose to locate in city L. Given that city-size is a continuous

variable, it is easy to consider the cumulative distribution function for the city-size distribution fL(·). Local

labor market clearing condition dictates that, for all L > L0 (where L0 = inf(L), denoting the smallest city

size in the equilibrium)
∫ L

L0

nfL(n)dn =

S
∑

s=1

Ms

∫ zs(L)

zs(L0)

ls(z)dFs(z). (42)

I can then obtain the city-size distribution fL(·) by differentiating Equation (42) with respect to city size L

and dividing by L on both sizes,

fL(L) =
1

L

[

S
∑

s=1

Ms 1s(L) ls(zs(L)) fs(zs(L))
dzs(L)

dL

]

, (43)

where 1s(L) is an indicator function, taking the value of 1 if sector s has firms in city L and 0 otherwise.

Equation (43) gives an explicit expression for the distribution of city-sizes. Given the distribution of firm

complexities, the equilibrium distribution of city size fL(·), as shown in Equation (43), is unique. I get the

following result:

Proposition 12 The equilibrium city-size distribution fL(·) is unique.

Next, I discuss the stability of the heterogeneous equilibrium. Similar to the stability discussion for

the homogeneous equilibrium, I prove the stability of the heterogeneous equilibrium through a perturbation

exercise. Fix the set of equilibrium cities as well as the set of firms located in each cities. Consider a city. In

equilibrium, its population is L and it has m firms of draw z. Labor demand for each firm is:

l =
(σs − 1)σs

σσs
s

(A(Ns(z), z, cs)H(Ns(z), L))
σs−1

w(L)σs
RsP

σs−1
s .

From the local labor market condition,

m
(σs − 1)σs

σσs
s

(A(Ns(z), z, cs)H(Ns(z), L))
σs−1

w(L)σs
RsP

σs−1
s = L,

I get wage w(L) as a function of L. Recall that worker indirect utility is given by:

U(L) ∝ w(L)ηL−(1−η)

The equilibrium is stable if worker utility decreases if a small mass of individuals move away from the

city. Note that I do not need to consider firms as firms are already maximizing their profits by locating in
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city L. I prove by contradiction, i.e. suppose ∂ logU(L)
∂ logL > 0 instead.

∂ logU(L)

∂ logL
= η

w′(L)L

w(L)
− (1 − η) > 0

Differentiating local labor market clearing condition with respect with L, I get

m
(σs − 1)σs

σσs
s

(A(Ns(z), z, cs))
σs−1

w(L)σs
RsP

σs−1
s

[

(σs − 1)
∂H

∂L
− σs

w′(L)

w(L)

]

= 1. (44)

From Equation (18), and the assumption that w′(L)
w(L) L >

1−η
η , I get,

L

[

(σs − 1)
∂H

∂L
− σs

w′(L)

w(L)

]

< −
1 − η

η
< 0

A contradiction to Equation (44). I get the following result:

Proposition 13 The heterogeneous equilibrium distribution of city size fL(·) is stable.

B.6 General equilibrium quantities

I now solve for the full set of general equilibrium quantities. The general equilibrium variables remaining to

be determined are the aggregate revenues in the traded goods sector R, the mass of firms Ms and the sectoral

price indexes Ps. To solve for the 2S + 1 variables, I need 2S + 1 equations, as specified below.

Using free entry condition for each sector s = 1 . . . S, I get

fEs
P =

(σs − 1)σs−1

σσs
s

ξsRP
σs−1
s

∫

z

(

A(Ns(z), z, cs)H(Ns(z, L), L)

[(1 − η)Ls(z)]
1−η

η

)σs−1

dFs(z). (45)

where P is the aggregate price index for all tradable sectors. Given Cobb-Douglas preference,

P =

S
∏

s=1

(

Ps
ξs

)ξs

.

Next, individual firms’ production must sum up to aggregate production in each sector s = 1 . . . S,

1 =
(σs − 1)σs−1

σσs−1
s

MsP
σs−1
s

∫

z

(

A(Ns(z), z, cs)H(Ns(z, L), L)

[(1 − η)Ls(z)]
1−η

η

)σs−1

dFs(z). (46)

Lastly, using the national labor market clearing condition, I get

L̄ =

S
∑

s=1

(σs − 1)σs

σσs−1
s

MsξsRP
σs−1
s

∫

z

[A(Ns(z), z, cs)H(Ns(z), L)]
σs−1

((1 − η)L∗
s(z))

(1−η)
η

dFs(z) (47)
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Using Equations (46) and (47), I can solve for the aggregate revenue in the tradable sector:

S
∑

s=1

σs − 1

σs
ξs

∫

z
[A(Ns(z),z,cs)H(Ns(z),L)]σs−1

((1−η)L∗

s(z))
(1−η)

η

dFs(z)

∫

z

(

A(Ns(z),z,cs)H(Ns(z,L),L)

[(1−η)Ls(z)]
1−η

η

)σs−1

dFs(z)

=
L̄

R
. (48)

Combining Equations (45) and (46), I get sectoral mass of firms:

Ms =
ξsR

σsfEs
P

(49)

Lastly, using Equations (45), I get the sectoral price indexes:

Pσ−1
s =

fEs
P

(σs−1)σs−1

σσs
s

ξsR
∫

z

(

A(Ns(z),z,cs)H(Ns(z,L),L)

[(1−η)Ls(z)]
1−η

η

)σs−1

dFs(z)

(50)

B.7 Impacts of reduction in coordination costs

In the baseline model, I assume symmetric fundamentals. An exogenous improvement in ICT infrastructure,

I, changes the fundamentals in those cities. I denote the change by ∆I. For cities that undergo the

infrastructure improvement, ∆I > 0; for the remaining cities, ∆I = 0. Additionally, I also separate the

effects of city infrastructure on the costs of worker specialization from other mechanisms.86 I re-write firms’

original profit function as

πs(z, L,N) = κs

(

A(N, z, cs)H̃(N, I(L), L)

w(L)

)σs−1

,

where H̃(N, I(L), L) ≡ H(N,L) denotes the costs of division of labor, I(L) is an increasing function of L,

and κs = (σs−1)σs−1

σσs
s

RsP
σs−1
s is a sector-level constant.

In response to an improvement in city infrastructure, firms’ profit function is now,

πs(z, L,N) = κs

(

A(N, z, cs)H̃(N, I(L) + ∆I, L)

w(L)

)σs−1

.

Given Assumption 1, there is complementarity between city infrastructure and division of labor, i.e. the

marginal cost of division of labor is decreasing in I or

∂2H

∂N∂I
> 0.

86Recall that other mechanisms include, but are not restricted to, the learning advantages in larger cities as discussed in
Appendix B.2.2.
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I start by discussing the short-term partial equilibrium effect of the exogenous change. In the short term,

I fix the current locations of firms and workers.

Proposition 7

Proof. Recall that in firm’s problem, the first order condition with respect to N is:

∂ logH

∂N
+
∂ logA

∂N
= 0 (51)

Given my regularity conditions, the second order condition must also be met:

∂2 logH

∂N2
+
∂2 logA

∂N2
< 0 (52)

When there is an exogenous increase in I, ∂ logH
∂N goes up, or the marginal cost of N , −∂ logH

∂N , decreases.

Evaluated at the original level of N∗, the first order condition is now positive,

[

∂ logH

∂N
+
∂ logA

∂N

]

|N=N∗

> 0. (53)

To re-equalize, the first order condition must go down. Given the second order condition, the first order

condition decreases as N increases. Therefore an exogenous improvement in I increases the extent of worker

specialization N .

Results in Lemma 2 state that the optimal level of Ns(z, L) is increasing in (c, z, L). I can also rewrite

the optimal division of labor as a function of the ICT infrastructure and city size,

Ñs(z, I(L), L) ≡ Ns(z, L).

There are two things to note: (i) Ñs(z, I(L), L) is increasing in I; (ii) Ls(z) is in itself an increasing function

of z and cs from Proposition 4 and Lemma 8. Since I(L) is a function of city size, I(L) is also increasing

in z and cs. Therefore, when L is optimally chosen, Ñs(z) displays complementarity in (z, I) and (cs, I).

Intuitively, when z or cs increases, it not only increases N directly, but also indirectly through L and I(L).

When there is an improvement in city infrastructure I, which reduces marginal cost of N at the city level, the

change in N is higher for larger N , or ∂2Ñs(z)
∂I∂z > 0 and ∂2Ñs(z)

∂I∂cs
> 0. The intuition is again straightforward,

given the complementarity between N and (cs, z), the reduction in marginal cost benefits firms with higher

cs and/or z more, therefore the change in N is higher for high (cs, z) firms.

Lastly, given Proposition 4, high-z firms locate in larger cities. Therefore, firms located in a larger city

would increase N more if they experience an exogenous change in the level of city infrastructure.

In the longer term, firms can relocate across cities in response to the exogenous change in the city

infrastructure. When firms’ local labor demand changes, workers move across cities, resulting in changes in
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the equilibrium city-size distribution.

Corollary 14 In equilibrium, an improvement in ICT infrastructure in a city increases the city size, and

the level of division of labor, revenue and profit within firms in that city.

Proof. In the long term, the exogenous change in ICT infrastructure would cause firms to re-optimize

their location choices. Re-writing the optimal city size in Equation (18) by incorporating the change in city

infrastructure, I get,

H̃L

H̃(N, I(L) + ∆I, L)
=

1 − η

η

1

L
.

Given the complementarity between N and z, and between N and I, there is positive assortative matching

between z and I. Denoted by z∗
s (L, I(L)) the firm type z in city L. In the text, I show that within a sector,

z∗
s (L, I(L)) is strictly increasing in L. Consider two cities of the same size L, assume without loss that City

1 receives the new city infrastructure, given the complementarity, the equilibrium firm complexities in the

two cities is,

z1∗
s (L, I(L) + ∆I) > z2∗

s (L, I(L)).

When there is an increase in I, higher-z firms, with their higher willingness to pay for the local labor,

would enter into the city. By law of demand, the increase in local labor demand would drive up the local

wages. This has two consequences: (i) the more expensive labor cost would price out lower-z firms originally

located in the city; and (ii) given the spatial indifference condition, the higher local wages would attract more

workers into the city, according to the equilibrium wage function,

w(L) = w̄[(1 − η)L]
1−η

η .

In the long-run equilibrium, cities receive the new infrastructure would be occupied by firms with higher

complexity draws. Since firms’ division of labor, profit and revenue are all increasing in z, I get that the level

of division of labor, revenue and profit within firms would all increase. The city size would increase, and the

local workers would receive higher wages.

B.8 Model under costly trade

In this section, I prove that all theoretical results hold under costly trade assumption. My argument follows

the proof in Appendix C1 in Gaubert (2016) and uses results from Allen and Arkolakis (2014).

Following the assumption in the base model, the economy consists of a continuum of locations i ∈ S,

where S is a compact subset of RN . Trade is costly: trade costs are of the iceberg form and are described

by the function T : S × S → [1,∞), where τij is the quantity of a good needed to be shipped from city i in

order for a unit of a good to arrive in city j. I discuss the single-sector results here, though all conclusions

can be simply extended to the multi-sector case.
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Price index for goods produced in city i is given by:

Pi =

[

∫

j

∫

z∈Z(j)

(

τjiwj
ψ(z, Lj)

)1−σ

dFj(z)dj

]
1

1−σ

,

where Z(j) is the set of firms located in city i in equilibrium and Fj(z) is the endogenous distribution of

firms in city j.

We can define an average city-level productivity term:

ψ̄j =

[

∫

z∈Z(j)

ψ(z, Lj)
σ−1dFj(z)

]
1

σ−1

. (54)

Using Equation (54), price index can be re-written more compactly as:

Pi =

[

∫

j

(

τjiwj

ψ̄j

)1−σ

dj

]
1

1−σ

. (55)

Given CES preference, demand for good z produced in j from city j is qij(z) = pij(z)
−σwjLjP

σ−1
j ,

whereas marginal cost for the good is
τijwi

ψ(z,Li) . Combining, we get profit for firm z located in i,

π(z, i) =
(σ − 1)σ−1

σσ

∫

j

(

τijwi
ψ(z, Li)

)1−σ

wjLjP
σ−1
j dj. (56)

Note that the market access for firms in i is given by:

MAi =

∫

j

τ1−σ
ij wjLjP

σ−1
j dj.

Substituting into Equation (56), we get,

π(z, i) =
(σ − 1)σ−1

σσ
w1−σ
i ψ(z, Li)

σ−1MAi. (57)

It is straightforward to see that Equation (61) displays log-supermodularity in (z, Li). Therefore, in

equilibrium, there is positive assortative matching in (z, L), i.e., more complex firms sort into larger cities,

choosing greater extent of division of labor. As a results, firms in larger cities are also bigger and more

productive. The final step in this proof involves in showing that Li is the sufficient statistic for city i, i.e.,

distance between two cities play no role in this economy. Note that since price index is a function of local

wage and city size, we need to show that there is a one-to-one mapping between city size and wage.

Given free mobility of workers, utility, Ui =
[

wi

Pi

]η [L−1
i

1−η

]1−η

, must be equalized across all cities. Using
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Equation (55) and some algebra, we can re-write the utility function as:

w1−σ
i L

(1−σ) η−1
η

i = Ū−1

∫

j

(

τjiwj

ψ̄j

)1−σ

dj, (58)

where Ū =

[

U

( 1
1−η )

1−η

]

σ−1
η

.

Next, using local goods market clearing condition:

wiLi =

(

σ

σ − 1

)1−σ ∫

j

(

τijwi

ψ̄i

)1−σ

wjLjP
σ−1
j dj.

Multiplying both sides by
(

wi

ψ̄i

)σ−1

and re-arranging, we get an expression for MAi,

wσi Liψ̄
1−σ
i =

(

σ

σ − 1

)1−σ ∫

j

τ1−σ
ij wjLjP

σ−1
j dj =

(

σ

σ − 1

)1−σ

MAi (59)

Further re-arranging, we have,

wσi Liψ̄
1−σ
i =

(

σ

σ − 1

)1−σ

Ū−1

∫

j

τ1−σ
ij wσj L

1−(σ−1) 1−η
η

j dj (60)

The 2N equations of (58) and (60) fit directly into the systems of equations in Allen and Arkolakis (2014),

where the local congestion force is given by L
− 1−η

η

i and local productivity ψ̄i. Under further assumption that

the trade cost is symmetric, i.e., τij = τji, we can apply their results in Theorem 2, i.e. there exists unique

vectors Li and wi in spatial equilibrium. Furthermore, we have

wσi Liψ̄i
1−σ

= γw1−σ
i L

−(1−σ) 1−η
η

i ,

where γ is an endogenous constant in equilibrium.

Finally, from Equation (59), we get MAi = γw1−σ
i L

−(1−σ) 1−η
η

i . We can therefore re-write firm’s profit

function as

π(z, i) =
(σ − 1)σ−1

σσ
γ





ψ(z, Li)L
1−η

η

i

w2
i





σ−1

(61)

In equilibrium, there must be a one-to-one mapping between city size and wage, i.e., no two cities with

the same size can have different wages. Suppose the opposite is true, the firm will only choose the city that

offers a lower wage. Furthermore, local wage has to be increasing in L, as firm profit is increasing in L and

decreasing in w.
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C Quantitative Appendix

C.1 Moments and identification

Geographic distribution of firms

The first set of moments I use is the share of sectoral employment that falls into one of the four city-size bins.

City-size bins are obtained by ordering cities by their sizes and creating bins using the threshold cities with

less than 25%, 50% and 75% of the overall sectoral workforce. They describe the geographic distribution of

economic activities at the sector level and hence give information on the density of firms located in different

city sizes. Therefore, they help to identify the distribution of firm complexities, i.e., νz.

Firm-size distribution

The second set of moments is the share of firms that fall within the five bins of normalized firm labor payment.

These bins are defined by the 25, 50, 75 and 90th percentiles of the distribution of firm sizes measured in labor

payment. The firm-size distribution is affected by the distributions of firm complexities and firm-city-size

idiosyncratic shocks. These five moments allow me to identify νL and νz separately. Intuitively, νz affects the

relative quantiles of the firm-size distribution both indirectly, through the matching function, and directly,

through the distribution of firm complexity z. In contrast, νL only affects the relative quantiles directly,

through the matching function.

Increases in the average firm size and division of labor across city sizes

To measure increases in the average firm size and division of labor across city sizes, I consider 8 moments (4

each), i.e., the average firm size measured in labor payment and the average firms’ division of labor within

each quartile of city size. These two sets of moments contribute to the identification of α—the reduced-form

agglomeration externalities—separately from (c, θ), which jointly determine the sorting of firms across space.

As city size increases, firm productivity increases through both α and (c, θ). However, the two channels differ

importantly in two ways. First, there is an interaction between firm complexity and city size through (c, θ),

which pushes the productivity up more than α, since the latter does not interact with firm complexities.

Second, I also observe firms’ division of labor. (c, θ) can only increase firm productivity through division of

labor, whereas α increases firm productivity directly and does not affect firms’ division of labor. The two

sets of moments work together to help me separate α from (c, θ).

Within-city variations in firms’ division of labor

To summarize within-city variations in firms’ division of labor, I use the variance of firms’ division of labor

in each quartile of city sizes. These four moments help to separately identify c and θ. Given a city size,

the impact of city size on division of labor is the same for all firms there. I can, therefore, identify the

complementarity between division of labor and complexity (i.e., c) using the within-city variation in firms’

division of labor, relative to that in firm complexities. Intuitively, all else equal, small changes in firm

complexity would generate large variation in division of labor, if the complementarity is strong.
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C.2 Estimation procedure

To estimate χs = {α, c, θ, νz, νL}s, I use a method of simulated moment (Gourieroux, Monfort and Renault,

1993). The estimation is done for each sector separately. For each sector, I first construct a set of artificial

Brazilian firms. Following Eaton, Kortum and Kramarz (2011), I draw a large sample of firms, 100,000 firms

for each sector, to reduce the sampling variation in my simulation. Note that the number of simulated firms

does not bear any relationship to the number of actual Brazilian firms. Firms operate as the model tells

them, given some initial values of χs. In particular, I follow Gaubert (2016) and make firms choose optimal

production location from 400 bins of normalized city sizes.87 I then calculate the moments generated by the

simulated economy. The steps are repeated until a find a set of moments that minimize the distance between

the set of data moments and simulated moments, using the following criterion:

χ̂s = arg min (ms,data −ms,sim(χs))
′J(ms,data −ms,sim(χs))

The estimation follows the steps below:

1. I fix two set of random seeds from a uniform distribution on (0,1): one 100,000 for the firms; and one

100,000 × 400 for the firm-city-size-specific idiosyncratic shocks.

2. Given νz and νL, I use the random seeds to produce 100,000 realizations of firm complexities and

100,000 × 400 realizations for the idiosyncratic shocks.

3. For each city size, I use Equation (11) to calculate the optimal division of labor N∗.

4. For each city size, I plug N∗ into Equation (29), to obtain the maximized firm productivity.

5. Based on the maximized firm productivity for each city bin, firms make a discrete choice of city size,

according to Equation (30).

6. I then compute the 21 moments described in Section 4.2.3.

7. I repeat Steps 1-6 to find parameters that minimize the objective function in Equation (31), using the

particle swarm optimization (PSO) method (Kennedy and Eberhart, 1995).

87This restriction imposes 400 discrete choices of optimal city size for firms. Even though the choice set is exogenously given,
the equilibrium city-size distribution is determined endogenously in general equilibrium.
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Figure 14: Variance of division of labor within city bins
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Figure 15: Rank correlations of complexity measures
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D Empirics Appendix

D.1 Details of PNBL

Brazil enacted its National Broadband Plan (PNBL) in 2010, thought a presidential decree. The objective

of the PNBL is to promote and disseminate the use of ICT to the lower-density and less-developed areas

of Brazil. Until 2010, the distribution of broadband connections has been extremely uneven, closely re-

flecting the variation of population density across cities. The broadband was primarily provided by private

telecommunication companies.88 The private companies invested in the costly infrastructure only in highly

developed where the population could afford the high service fees. This gap in broadband deployment raised

concerns in the federal government. The government decided to take actions to stimulate broadband deploy-

ment adoption. In 2009, the first draft of the PNBL was released. The government proposed an investment

amounting to US$41.9bil, of which US$27.2 billion from telecommunications operators and US$14.72 billion

from government spending including tax cuts. After 6 months of discussion and deliberation, on May 12,

2010, President Luis Inàcio Lula da Silva signed Decree nr 7.175, which officially created PNBL.

A major initiative for the PNBL is the expansion of broadband backbone infrastructure. To implement

this, Decree nr 7.175 addressed the recreation of the state-owned operator Telebras, which would build

its own infrastructure or use other government-owned telecommunications infrastructure assets and other

infrastructure for example roads or power grid lines. The expansion of the backbone infrastructure was given

a budget of $720mil USD.89

88As of 2008, Brazil had 10 million fixed broadband lines in operation, out of which 63.7% were provided by its two biggest
telecom companies, Oi and Telefonica.

89These government-owned telecommunications assets refer to fiber optic networks owned by government-owned companies
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Telebras has been working with other companies and government organizations to expand the broadband

backbone network in Brazil. As of 2014, the new broadband backbone extension, consisting mainly of

optical fiber network, had reached 48,000km. The network now covers most of the country’s states, and

more importantly, improves the connectivity of regions which are otherwise too costly to receive broadband

backbones. The fixed broadband connections in Brazil has increased from 15mil in 2010 to 22.5mil in 2014,

as shown in Figure 17.

Figure 17: Growth of fixed broadband connections in Brazil

D.2 Broadband backbones and deployment technology

Figure 18 shows the supply chain of broadband internet in Brazil. The delivery of internet corresponds to

four groups of major infrastructures. Listed in increasing order of “downstreamness” (and decreasing order of

capacity), these four types of infrastructures are: submarine cables providing national / international connec-

tivity, a national “backbone” of high-capacity (typically fiber optics) cables connecting submarine cables to

the heartland of Brazil, smaller (usually radio or fiber) cables connecting national backbone to metropolitan

base stations, and the “last-mile" infrastructure, consisting of fiber optic cables, wireless networks, coaxial

cables and traditional telephone networks, to connect end users (Knight, 2016). In the analysis, I focus on

the national backbone infrastructure. These are high-capacity fiber optic cables running from the coastal

submarine cable landing points to the inland regions.

Since backbones use most exclusively fiber optic cables, there is a limit to its transmission range before

losing all the data. The optimal length for each stretch is about 75 km (IGIC, 2004). The transmission

distance is then extended by placing a device, called a repeater, at the end of the stretch to boost the signal.

Putting in the repeater is costly, and there is a limit to the number of repeaters that can be placed because

Petrobras and Eletrobras, which cover many parts of the country and have a considerable amount of underused capacity.
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Figure 18: Broadband Supply Chain

it becomes no longer cost effective to do so. In general, up to four repeaters are implemented, making the

maximum distance 400 km.

D.3 PNBL: Additional results

D.3.1 Robustness tests

In this section, I detail the robustness tests I run for the regressions in Section 5, as specified by Equations

(33), (34) and (35).

I start by showing the pre-trends using the specialization index as the alternative definition for division

of labor. As shown in Figure 19, the paths of growth over time between the treatment and control groups are

almost identical to each other before the treatment, similar to the trends depicted in Figure 8. The trends

started to converge after the treatment, showing the effects of new broadband infrastructure on division of

labor within establishments.

Next, I present the results when I change the radius around the backbone network used to define connection

status. In Table 16, I show how the results change when the radius used to define connectivity is varied.

In all cases, the results remain qualitatively and quantitatively similar to those in Table 7. This shows

that the estimated effect of better ICT infrastructure is not sensitive to the definition of connectivity used.

In addition to confirming that the estimated effect is not sensitive to varying the distance, the findings in

Table 16 are useful because they reduce concerns one might have about potential violations of the Stable

Unit Treatment Value Assumptions (SUTVA), which could lead to underestimation (if, e.g., establishments

relocate) or overestimation (if, e.g., establishments in untreated areas suffer from fast internet access in the

neighboring areas) of the effect of broadband internet access. Note that no significant effect of broadband

internet access on the relocation of firms are found when I investigate this possibility directly.

Next, I vary the samples used for the regressions in several ways. I first exclude multiple-establishment

firms to account for the possibility that firms relocate their resources across different establishments in

response to the new ICT infrastructure. As shown in Table 17, The results are essentially unchanged.

While I argue in Section 5 that the alignment of the broadband backbones is exogenous conditional on

observables as they follow the alignment of existing infrastructure, the locations for the origin and destination
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locations may be chosen endogenously, in anticipation to potential changes in certain economic outcomes in

those locations. To account for the possible violation of the identifying assumption, I drop these terminal

locations. The results, shown in Table 18, the results are not sensitive to excluding establishments in locations

where the new national backbone starts or ends.

Submarine cable landing points, in addition to being on the coast, are also typically in or near large cities.

If such places were on a different trend in the outcomes of interest before the new backbones are introduced,

I may incorrectly attribute an estimated treatment effect to the availability of the new broadband network.

In Table 19, I exclude, from my sample, all establishments in locations closer than 100 kilometers from a

landing point. The results remain robust.

Going by the similar logic, areas that had broadband access before PNBL tend to be larger or more

densely populated cities. These places may also grow along a different path than other locations. To account

for this, I drop all the establishments in locations that had already been connected to the broadband network

before PNBL in 2009. As shown in Table 20, the baseline regression results continue to hold. The coefficients

to test the heterogeneity in the treatment across cities and sectors are less precisely estimated, while still

remaining positive. The latter regressions lack power because that more than half of the sample is dropped.

In Table 21, I restrict attention to connected locations and thus estimate the effect of better internet

in the sub-sample consisting only to eventually treated establishments. In this case, the comparison group

for establishments in a year when a location became connected to a new backbone cable consists of other

establishments in the same year but in locations that did not have the new cable at that time. I thus prefer

my baseline approach as outlined earlier to the one used in Table 21, but it is nonetheless reassuring that

the estimated effect of access to broadband network to various establishment-level variables, if anything, is

bigger in magnitude and remains significant when only establishments in connected locations are included in

the sample.

For the next three robustness tests, I drop from the sample establishments located in areas that may

grow on a different path from the other firms. In Table 22, I exclude establishments that are either very near

(<10th percentile) or very far (>90th percentile) from the backbone network. In Table 23, I only consider

establishments in urban areas by dropping establishments located in microregions with a density lower than

400 persons/km2.90 In Table 24, I drop establishments in very large cities.91 The results are robust to all

three tests.

In Table 25, I separate firms into two groups based on their sectoral share of exports. This is to account

for the possibility that the results are driven by more export-oriented firms. As shown in the table, baseline

results hold for both types of establishments.

The alignment of the new broadband backbones was announced in 2010. It is possible that establish-

ments in the treated locations had anticipated the impending new infrastructure and started adjusting their

organization structures prior to the actual implementation of the new backbones. If this was true, I may un-

derestimate the true effects of the new infrastructure on division of labor. In Table 26, I drop the observations

90This is based on World Bank’s definition for urban versus rural areas
91“Very large cities" are defined as the top 10-percentile of the microregions in terms of city size.
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in 2010 and 2011. The estimates remain essentially the same as the baseline results.

Results in Table 27 control for municipality-specific linear trends. Including these restrictive controls

have remarkably little effect on the magnitude and significance of the estimated effect of access to broadband

on establishment-level variables of interest. In Table 28, I include two lead variables of Backbonejt. The

estimates on the two leads are zero, supporting the assumption of parallel trends.

There may also be potential concerns about spatial correlation in the error term. Cameron and Miller

(2015) note that failure to account for such dependence may lead to over-rejection of the null hypothesis. To

address this concern, I follow Conley (1999) to allow for serial correlation over all time periods, as well as

spatial correlation among establishments that fall within 100km of each other. As shown in Table 29, the

results are robust when I account for possible spatial correlation.

Lastly, a concern in DiD analysis is that serial correlation can bias standard errors, leading to over-

rejection of the null hypothesis of no effect (Bertrand, Duflo and Mullainathan, 2004). I follow Chetty,

Looney and Kroft (2009) to address this concern through a non-parametric permutation test for β = 0 in

Equation (33). To do so, I sample from the set of true broadband backbone implementation years observed

in the data and assign a randomly chosen “fake" treatment time to each municipality while maintaining the

alignment of the new backbones thus keeping each observation’s connectivity status. Defining G(βp) to be

the empirical cumulative distribution functions of these placebo effects, the statistic 1 −G(β) gives a p-value

for the hypothesis that β = 0. Intuitively, if the new broadband backbones had a significant effect on the

number of occupations, the estimated coefficient for β should be in the upper tail of estimated placebo effects.

Since this test does not make parametric assumptions about the error structure, it does not suffer from the

over-rejection bias of the t-test. Figure 20 illustrates the empirical distributions of placebo effects G for β̂

from performing the permutation tests 4000 times. The vertical lines denote the effect of new broadband

backbone to treated areas. The implied p-values are 0.001 and 0.005, for division of labor measured by the

log number of occupations and specialization index, respectively. These are very similar to the estimates

from the t-tests as reported in Table 7.

Separately, I also consider the specification, in which I incorporate both interaction terms into a single

regression equation. More specifically, I run

logNjt = α+βBackbonejt+γBackbonejt×logLc(j),t0 +υBackbonejt×log cs(j),t0 +δj+δt+θm(j)×t+εjt. (62)

As shown in Table 14, the results remain qualitatively very similar to the baseline estimates in which I

separately identify the interaction effects of the treatment with city size, and with sector-level complexity.
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Dependent variable Log (No of occs) Specialization index

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Interm. inputs G3 exp share Interm. inputs G3 exp share

Backbonejt -.0017 -.001 .0092 .0112

(.0041) (.0033) (.0081) (.0084)

Backbonejt × logLct0 .0089*** .0075*** .0138*** .0138***

(.0008) (.0008) (.0034) (.0034)

Backbonejt × log cst0 .021*** .002* .005** .003***

(.0032) (.001) (.002) (.001)

Mean of outcome 1.45 1.45 .43 .43

Obs 777096 777096 777096 777096

R-sq .854 .854 .718 .719

Robust standard errors clustered by municipality in parentheses. Significance levels: * 10%, ** 5%,

***1%. All regressions include a constant term, establishment and year FEs.

Table 14: Broadband connection and division of labor, combining two interactions

Robustness tests: Figures and Tables
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Figure 19: Specialization index in treated versus control groups in Brazil
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Figure 20: Distribution of placebo estimates

This figure shows a non-parametric permutation test of β = 0. I sample from the set of true broadband backbone implementation

years observed in the data, assigning a randomly chosen “fake" time to each location with equal probability while maintaining each

observation’s backbone connectivity status. The figure depicts the empirical cdf of estimates resulting from permuting trajectories 4,000

times and running Equation (33) on the fake datasets. The vertical lines represent the true estimates; where these fall in empirical cdf

of estimates from datasets with permuted trajectories implies their p-values. The implied p-values are 0.0022 for the log number of

occupations and 0.011 for the specialization index. These can be compared to 0.007 and 0.000 from Table 7.
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Dependent variable Log (No of occs) Specialization index

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Interm. inputs G3 exp share Interm. inputs G3 exp share

Radius: 100km

Backbonejt .0072*** -.0009 -.0007 -.0029 .0562*** -.0003 .0447*** .0513***

(.0025) (.0027) (.0037) (.0029) (.0158) (.0107) (.013) (.0148)

Backbonejt × logLct0 .0095*** .014***

(.0009) (.0035)

Backbonejt × log cst0 .0125*** .0046*** .0141*** .0059***

(.0033) (.0013) (.0043) (.0013)

Radius: 200km

Backbonejt .0108*** -.0011 .0002 .0053* .0722*** .0005 .0606*** .0674***

(.0026) (.0029) (.0037) (.003) (.0173) (.0099) (.0144) (.0164)

Backbonejt × logLct0 .0084*** .0136***

(.0008) (.0035)

Backbonejt × log cst0 .0131*** .0043*** .0143*** .0061***

(.0031) (.0012) (.0044) (.0013)

Mean of outcome 1.45 1.45 1.45 1.45 .43 .43 .43 .43

Obs 777096 777096 777096 777096 777096 777096 777096 777096

R-sq .853 .853 .853 .854 .716 .717 .716 .716

Robust standard errors clustered by municipality in parentheses. Significance levels: * 10%, ** 5%, ***1%. All regressions include a constant term,

establishment and year FEs.

Table 15: Broadband connection and division of labor, connection radius 100km and 200km
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Dependent variable Log (No of occs) Specialization index

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Interm. inputs G3 exp share Interm. inputs G3 exp share

Radius: 300km

Backbonejt .0146*** .0033 .0041 .0096*** .0973*** .0267*** .0851*** .0925***

(.0031) (.0033) (.004) (.0034) (.0191) (.0084) (.0162) (.0181)

Backbonejt × logLct0 .0076*** .0136***

(.0008) (.0035)

Backbonejt × log cst0 .0131*** .004*** .0151*** .0062***

(.0031) (.0012) (.0043) (.0013)

Radius: 400km

Backbonejt .0098** -.0037 -.0004 .005 .0869*** .0234** .0749*** .082***

(.0047) (.005) (.0053) (.005) (.0193) (.0104) (.0164) (.0184)

Backbonejt × logLct0 .0081*** .0127***

(.0008) (.0039)

Backbonejt × log cst0 .0128*** .004*** .015*** .0063***

(.003) (.0012) (.0045) (.0014)

Mean of outcome 1.45 1.45 1.45 1.45 .43 .43 .43 .43

Obs 777096 777096 777096 777096 777096 777096 777096 777096

R-sq .853 .853 .853 .854 .716 .718 .717 .717

Robust standard errors clustered by municipality in parentheses. Significance levels: * 10%, ** 5%, ***1%. All regressions include a constant term,

establishment and year FEs.

Table 16: Broadband connection and division of labor, connection radius 300km and 400km
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Dependent variable Log (No of occs) Specialization index

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Interm. inputs G3 exp share Interm. inputs G3 exp share

Backbonejt .0128*** .0022 .0021 .0097*** .088*** .0114 .0744*** .0829***

(.0029) (.0031) (.0039) (.0033) (.0173) (.0089) (.0141) (.0163)

Backbonejt × logLct0 .0072*** .0147***

(.0008) (.0035)

Backbonejt × log cst0 .0132*** .0021 .017*** .0068***

(.0032) (.0013) (.0047) (.0015)

Mean of outcome 1.43 1.43 1.43 1.43 .42 .42 .42 .42

Obs 721629 721629 721629 721629 721629 721629 721629 721629

R-sq .851 .851 .851 .851 .713 .715 .713 .714

Robust standard errors clustered by municipality in parentheses. Significance levels: * 10%, ** 5%, ***1%. All regressions include a constant term,

establishment and year FEs.

Table 17: Broadband connection and division of labor, only mono-establishment firms

Dependent variable Log (No of occs) Specialization index

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Interm. inputs G3 exp share Interm. inputs G3 exp share

Backbonejt .0107*** .0003 -.0003 .0051 .0846*** .0091 .0714*** .0793***

(.0029) (.0032) (.0039) (.0033) (.0171) (.0085) (.014) (.0161)

Backbonejt × logLct0 .0067*** .0147***

(.0008) (.0034)

Backbonejt × log cst0 .0137*** .0041*** .0165*** .0069***

(.0032) (.0013) (.0045) (.0014)

Mean of outcome 1.45 1.45 1.45 1.45 .43 .43 .43 .43

Obs 738702 738702 738702 738702 738702 738702 738702 738702

R-sq .853 .853 .853 .854 .715 .717 .715 .715

Robust standard errors clustered by municipality in parentheses. Significance levels: * 10%, ** 5%, ***1%. All regressions include a constant term,

establishment and year FEs.

Table 18: Broadband connection and division of labor, excluding origin and destination cities
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Dependent variable Log (No of occs) Specialization index

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Interm. inputs G3 exp share Interm. inputs G3 exp share

Backbonejt .0104*** .0026 -.0058 .0068* .062*** .0113 .0548*** .0585***

(.0032) (.0041) (.0042) (.0037) (.0072) (.0074) (.0065) (.0069)

Backbonejt × logLct0 .0038*** .011***

(.0013) (.0017)

Backbonejt × log cst0 .0207*** .0026* .0092*** .0048***

(.0035) (.0014) (.0028) (.0009)

Mean of outcome 1.41 1.41 1.41 1.41 .43 .43 .43 .43

Obs 606294 606294 606294 606294 606294 606294 606294 606294

R-sq .85 .85 .85 .85 .719 .72 .719 .72

Robust standard errors clustered by municipality in parentheses. Significance levels: * 10%, ** 5%, ***1%. All regressions include a constant term,

establishment and year FEs.

Table 19: Broadband connection and division of labor, excluding locations within 100km of submarine cable landing points

Dependent variable Log (No of occs) Specialization index

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Interm. inputs G3 exp share Interm. inputs G3 exp share

Backbonejt .0159*** -.0022 -.0081 .0135*** .0456*** .0299*** .0429*** .0428***

(.0044) (.0052) (.0056) (.005) (.0071) (.008) (.0066) (.0068)

Backbonejt × logLct0 .0086*** .0034*

(.0014) (.002)

Backbonejt × log cst0 .0314*** .002 .0036 .0037***

(.0044) (.0018) (.0031) (.001)

Mean of outcome 1.37 1.37 1.37 1.37 .41 .41 .41 .41

Obs 388539 388539 388539 388539 388539 388539 388539 388539

R-sq .847 .847 .847 .847 .72 .72 .72 .72

Robust standard errors clustered by municipality in parentheses. Significance levels: * 10%, ** 5%, ***1%. All regressions include a constant term,

establishment and year FEs.

Table 20: Broadband connection and division of labor, dropping establishments that were connected to the broadband network before PNBL
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Dependent variable Log (No of occs) Specialization index

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Interm. inputs G3 exp share Interm. inputs G3 exp share

Backbonejt .0144*** .0031 .0032 .009*** .0923*** .0184** .0797*** .0873***

(.0027) (.003) (.0037) (.0031) (.0181) (.0083) (.0152) (.0172)

Backbonejt × logLct0 .0077*** .0141***

(.0008) (.0033)

Backbonejt × log cst0 .0139*** .004*** .0156*** .0064***

(.0031) (.0012) (.0043) (.0013)

Mean of outcome 1.46 1.46 1.46 1.46 .43 .43 .43 .43

Obs 764541 764541 764541 764541 764541 764541 764541 764541

R-sq .854 .854 .854 .854 .717 .719 .717 .717

Robust standard errors clustered by municipality in parentheses. Significance levels: * 10%, ** 5%, ***1%. All regressions include a constant term,

establishment and year FEs.

Table 21: Broadband connection and division of labor, including only establishments that were eventually treated

Dependent variable Log (No of occs) Specialization index

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Interm. inputs G3 exp share Interm. inputs G3 exp share

Backbonejt .0164*** .0067 .0037 .0104** .1112*** .0068 .0935*** .1043***

(.0041) (.0043) (.0052) (.0045) (.0223) (.0134) (.0196) (.0215)

Backbonejt × logLct0 .0066*** .02***

(.001) (.0014)

Backbonejt × log cst0 .0154*** .0043*** .0216*** .0085***

(.0039) (.0016) (.0046) (.0013)

Mean of outcome 1.51 1.51 1.51 1.51 .42 .42 .42 .42

Obs 450792 450792 450792 450792 450792 450792 450792 450792

R-sq .862 .862 .862 .862 .716 .719 .716 .716

Robust standard errors clustered by municipality in parentheses. Significance levels: * 10%, ** 5%, ***1%. All regressions include a constant term,

establishment and year FEs.

Table 22: Broadband connection and division of labor, excluding establishments that are very near or far from the backbones
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Dependent variable Log (No of occs) Specialization index

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Interm. inputs G3 exp share Interm. inputs G3 exp share

Backbonejt .0311*** .0311*** .0199*** .0278*** .1429*** -.0049 .1292*** .1394***

(.0039) (.0039) (.0058) (.0043) (.0357) (.0293) (.0352) (.0355)

Backbonejt × logLct0 .0114*** .0221***

(.0017) (.0057)

Backbonejt × log cst0 .0123** .0022 .015*** .0037***

(.0048) (.0016) (.0042) (.0011)

Mean of outcome 1.57 1.57 1.57 1.57 .46 .46 .46 .46

Obs 372726 372726 372726 372726 372726 372726 372726 372726

R-sq .857 .857 .857 .857 .709 .711 .709 .71

Robust standard errors clustered by municipality in parentheses. Significance levels: * 10%, ** 5%, ***1%. All regressions include a constant term,

establishment and year FEs.

Table 23: Broadband connection and division of labor, excluding establishments located in rural areas

Dependent variable Log (No of occs) Specialization index

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Interm. inputs G3 exp share Interm. inputs G3 exp share

Backbonejt .0124*** -.004 -.0019 .0086*** .0648*** .0226*** .0575*** .0614***

(.0028) (.0033) (.0039) (.0033) (.0013) (.0024) (.0016) (.0014)

Backbonejt × logLct0 .009*** .0086***

(.0011) (.0004)

Backbonejt × log cst0 .0182*** .0028** .0093*** .0046***

(.0033) (.0013) (.0013) (.0005)

Mean of outcome 1.41 1.41 1.41 1.41 .44 .44 .44 .44

Obs 705861 705861 705861 705861 705861 705861 705861 705861

R-sq .85 .85 .85 .85 .72 .721 .72 .721

Robust standard errors clustered by municipality in parentheses. Significance levels: * 10%, ** 5%, ***1%. All regressions include a constant term,

establishment and year FEs.

Table 24: Broadband connection and division of labor, excluding establishments located in very large cities
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Dependent variable Log (No of occs) Specialization index

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Interm. inputs G3 exp share Interm. inputs G3 exp share

Export-intensive industries

Backbonejt .0182*** .0146*** .0064 .023*** .0964*** .0212** .0756*** .0864***

(.0047) (.005) (.0058) (.0051) (.0177) (.0093) (.013) (.0152)

Backbonejt × logLct0 .0027** .014***

(.0013) (.0028)

Backbonejt × log cst0 .0149*** .0051** .0263*** .0092***

(.004) (.0021) (.0064) (.0027)

Mean of outcome 1.59 1.59 1.59 1.59 .4 .4 .4 .4

Obs 307872 307872 307872 307872 307872 307872 307872 307872

R-sq .857 .857 .857 .857 .72 .722 .721 .721

Others

Backbonejt .0131*** .0012 .0027 .0077** .0905*** .0052 .0581*** .0478***

(.0036) (.0038) (.0049) (.0039) (.0116) (.0095) (.0164) (.0125)

Backbonejt × logLct0 .0093*** .02***

(.0009) (.003)

Backbonejt × log cst0 .0193*** .0042*** .0198*** .0087***

(.0037) (.0012) (.0064) (.0012)

Mean of outcome .88 .88 .88 .88 .34 .34 .34 .34

Obs 469224 469224 469224 469224 469224 469224 469224 469224

R-sq .818 .818 .818 .819 .68 .68 .68 .681

Robust standard errors clustered by municipality in parentheses. Significance levels: * 10%, ** 5%, ***1%. All regressions include a constant term,

establishment and year FEs.

Table 25: Broadband connection and division of labor, separating firms based on export intensity
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Dependent variable Log (No of occs) Specialization index

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Interm. inputs G3 exp share Interm. inputs G3 exp share

Backbonejt .0141*** .0016 .0022 .0081** .0864*** .0092 .0734*** .0812***

(.0031) (.0034) (.0043) (.0036) (.0176) (.0084) (.0145) (.0166)

Backbonejt × logLct0 .0086*** .0147***

(.001) (.0034)

Backbonejt × log cst0 .0148*** .0045*** .0161*** .0068***

(.0036) (.0014) (.0046) (.0014)

Mean of outcome 1.44 1.44 1.44 1.44 .44 .44 .44 .44

Obs 604408 604408 604408 604408 604408 604408 604408 604408

R-sq .846 .846 .846 .846 .702 .704 .703 .703

Robust standard errors clustered by municipality in parentheses. Significance levels: * 10%, ** 5%, ***1%. All regressions include a constant term,

establishment and year FEs.

Table 26: Broadband connection and division of labor, excluding observations in Year 2010 and 2011

Dependent variable Log (No of occs) Specialization index

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Interm. inputs G3 exp share Interm. inputs G3 exp share

Backbonejt .0151*** .0021 .0106*** .0891*** .0789*** .0851***

(.0026) (.0036) (.003) (.0183) (.0158) (.0175)

Backbonejt × log cst0 .0159*** .0033*** .0125*** .0051***

(.0031) (.0012) (.0039) (.0012)

Mean of outcome 1.45 1.45 1.45 .43 .43 .43

Obs 777096 777096 777096 777096 777096 777096

R-sq .854 .854 .855 .718 .718 .719

Robust standard errors clustered by municipality in parentheses. Significance levels: * 10%, ** 5%, ***1%. All regressions

include a constant term, establishment and year FEs.

Table 27: Broadband connection and division of labor, with microregion-specific trend
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Dependent variable Log (No of occs) Specialization index

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Backbonejt .0127*** .0122*** .0126*** .0855*** .0843*** .0849***

(.0047) (.0045) (.0047) (.017) (.0169) (.0171)

Leadj,t−1 -.0043 -.004 .0098 .0094

(.0029) (.0027) (.04) (.039)

Leadj,t−2 .0021 .0034

(.0028) (.0022)

Mean of outcome 1.45 1.45 1.45 .43 .43 .43

Obs 777096 777096 777096 777096 777096 777096

R-sq .853 .853 .853 .717 .717 .717

Robust standard errors clustered by municipality in parentheses. Significance levels: * 10%, ** 5%,

***1%. All regressions include a constant term, establishment and year FEs.

Table 28: Broadband connection and division of labor, with lead controls

Dependent variable Log (No of occs) Specialization index

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Interm. inputs G3 exp share Interm. inputs G3 exp share

Backbonejt .0127*** .0015 .0015 .0074 .0855*** .0116 .0728*** .0805**

(.0049) (.006) (.006) (.005) (.036) (.0102) (.034) (.039)

Backbonejt × logLct0 .0077*** .0141***

(.0016) (.0065)

Backbonejt × log cst0 .0139*** .004* .0156* .0064***

(.0047) (.0021) (.0084) (.0022)

Mean of outcome 1.45 1.45 1.45 1.45 .43 .43 .43 .43

Obs 777096 777096 777096 777096 777096 777096 777096 777096

R-sq .853 .853 .853 .854 .717 .718 .717 .717

Conley standard errors in parentheses. Significance levels: * 10%, ** 5%, ***1%. All regressions include a constant term, establishment and year FEs.

Table 29: Broadband connection and division of labor, with Conley Standard Errors
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D.3.2 Impacts of PNBL on other variables

In this subsection, I present the effects of the new broadband infrastructure on other outcome variables.

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Interm. inputs G3 exp share

Dependent variable Share of managers

Backbonejt -.0114*** -.0087*** -.0072*** -.0085***

(.0007) (.0007) (.001) (.0008)

Backbonejt × logLct0 -.001***

(.0001)

Backbonejt × log cst0 -.0011*** -.0001

(.0003) (.0003)

Mean of outcome .104 .104 .104 .104

Obs 777096 777096 777096 777096

R-sq .731 .731 .731 .732

Dependent variable Skill intensity

Interm. inputs G3 exp share

Backbonejt .0543*** .0667*** .0389*** .0621***

(.0009) (.001) (.0009) (.001)

Backbonejt × logLct0 .0081***

(.0002)

Backbonejt × log cst0 .0194*** .0061***

(.0007) (.0004)

Mean of outcome .07 .07 .07 .07

Obs 777096 777096 777096 777096

R-sq .628 .63 .629 .629

Robust standard errors clustered by municipality in parentheses. Significance levels: * 10%,

** 5%, ***1%. All regressions include a constant term, establishment and year FEs.

High-skilled workers are defined as those with some college education and above.

Table 30: Impacts of broadband backbone on share of managers and skill intensities within establishment
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Dependent variable Population Migration of workers No. of firms Relocation of firms

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Backbonejt .0258 .0711 .0148*** .04

(.0287) (.0566) (.0024) (.1018)

Obs 5022 3618 5022 1062

R-sq .987 .716 .986 .225

Robust standard errors clustered by city in parentheses. Significance levels: * 10%, ** 5%, ***1%. All

regressions include a constant term, city and year FEs.

Table 31: Impacts of broadband backbone on migration of workers and firms

(a) Actual
(b) Predicted

Figure 21: Actual v.s. Predicted city-level average change in firms’ division of labor

D.4 Long-run impacts of PNBL

To evaluate the long-run general equilibrium impacts of the new policy, I adopt the following steps:

1. I fixed the aggregate number of workers, the set of firm-city-size specific idiosyncratic shocks, the

distribution of firm complexities, and the number of cities in each city bin.

2. I first calibrate the local increase in ICT infrastructure using the estimated model, to match the reduced-

form estimate in Section 5 on the impact of the new infrastructure on firms’ division of labor.
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3. From the spatial equilibrium estimated using the actual economy, I incorporate the infrastructure

improvement to cities that receive the new infrastructure.

4. I recompute the optimal choices of city size by firms, taking into account the new infrastructure.

5. As the mix of firms within a city bin varies, the total labor demand for a given city size also changes.

Since the number of cities in each city bin is fixed, the changes in that total local labor demand for a

given city size would increase or reduce the size of each city bin.

6. The change in city size feeds back to firms’ production functions, affecting the local productivity and

labor costs. I then recompute the optimal choices of city size by firms, taking into account the change

in city size.

7. I iterate Steps 3-5, until I get a fixed point of this procedure in city sizes. The new city-size distribution

defines the counterfactual economy.

Dependent var Log change in no. of estb Log change in city size Log change in estb pdty

(1) (2) (3)

Backbone .0743*** .0751*** .0951***

(.0011) (.0033) (.002)

Obs 558 558 558

R-sq .923 .571 .432

Significance levels: * 10%, ** 5%, ***1%. All regressions include a constant term.

Table 32: Simulated long-term local impacts of PNBL
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